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ABSTRACT

A theoretical study of some pure and doped cubic perovskites is repoded in this

thesis. The structural, elastic, electronic, optical and magnetic properties are
I

studred using the full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW)

within the framework of density functional theory. The Wien2k package is used

for the said investigation.

A range of compounds belonging to perovskites Iamily have been

thouroughly studied for their possible technological use. The investigations on

fluoroperovskites RbMF3 (M=Za Cd, Hg) and CsSrMo (M=F, CI) confirm indirect

band gaps. The optical responses of these materials are calculated which reveal

that they can be used Ior optical transparent coatings. The studv on CsSnM:

(M=Cl, Br, I) shows that these materials are dir:ect band gap semiconductors.

High absorption power in various energy rang of the spectrum envisages that

these compounds can be used in optical and optoelectronic devices. The lattice

constant and band gap of the cubic RbPbF: decreases with higher pressure.
I

RbPbFr is brittle, elastically anisotropic, and a direct bandgap material. The

invistigations on KMFa (M=Mry Fe, Co, Ni) reveal that these compounds are

elastically stable. Moreover, KMnI: is found to be ductile while the remaining

compounds are brittle in nature. The magnetic study reveals the ferromagnetic

behavior for these compounds. The hall metallicity and the ferromagnetic

behavior favor these compounds for spintronics applications. The calculated

direct bandgap nature of Ko sRbosCaF3 and optical results of MCaF3 (M=K, Rb)

make them potential candidates in high frequency optic devices.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Perovskites have been intensively used in the development of technology as they

are abundantly fould in nature in the crystalline shuctures. The perovskites are

isoelechonic to CaTiO: compound. Most of these compounds exist in oxides,

fluorides and sulphides etc. The ideal perovskites are called cubic perovskites

with space group (No. 221). Because of thetu simple crystal structure, distinctive

dielectric and ferroelectric properties they are potential candidates lor various
I

device applications [1-1. These materials are also used in the field of geophysics,

astrophysics, particle accelerator, refractories, fission and fusion reactors etc [8].

They are found in the earth crest. The study oI physical properties oI these

materials is important because of its superconductivity, colossal magneto

resistance, high therkno-electric power, spin dependent transport feroelectlicity

and charge ordering [9-11]. A new application of the perovskites is found in

hybrid organics-inorganics material used in thin-film field-effect transistors [12].

A gaowing interest is seen in the research cornmunity due to their broad usage in

the existing technology and possible potential applications in the advanced high-

tech devices [13]. The ternary fluorides ABF3 with thc perovskite crystal structurc

where A is alkali metal and B stands for alkaline earth metal. These compounds

have been widely studied over several decades because of their potential utilities



in optical proderties, high-temperatule super_ionicity, ferroelectricity,

antiferromagnetism and semiconductivity 114_201.

Fluoroperovskite compounds are generally characterized by their large

energy band gap and low hygoscopicity as well as mechanical and thermal

durability [14]. Compounds like CsSrF3 and CsSrCls have been used in optical

coating although CsSrFe exists in simple cubic phase [1], still there is no thorough

theoretical or experimental work on their optoelectronic properties, except a little

on the lattice constant determination using ionic radii. \A/hile, CsSrC[ has been

mostly studied for phase transformations due to temperatur e variations 121,221.
I

RbPbF: belongs to the fluoride perovskites family and crystallizes in the

cubic structure. Also a temperatute dependent structural phase transition is

shown [23]. This compound has been explored with experimental studies quite

successfully. However, on the theoretical side, there are Iew reports on the

elechonic and optical properties. Moreover, neithet expedmental nor theoretical

efforts have been made to discuss the elastic properties of RbpbF:.

The halide perovskites (ABXr) are known to exhibit interesting physical

properties [24-26]. CsSnBrr crystal is of semi-me tal type 127), while CsSnCls has

dielectric properties. Furthermore, these materials show structural phase

transitions under temperature variations [28, 29]. The structural and electronic

properties of CsSnBrr have been experimentally and theoretically investigated

[30-33], while no meaningfull work has been reported on the bonding and optical



nature of this important compound except the work of Brik [34]. Therefore these

properties are important to reinvestigate.

CsCdCl: is a model matedal for crystal growth processes and

solidification similai to polycrystalline silicon for solar cells [35]. The first

principle study of CsCdClg was caried out by Ghebouli et al [26]. Although the

CsZnCb crystal belongs to the same family, but no theoretical or expedmental
I

study has been ieported on this compound, except one focusing on the

crystalline growth, spinJattice relaxation rates and resonance of the cesium

nuclei [36].

Perovskite materials also exhibit magnetic properties [37, 3g] because of

their certain airangement of the full d- orbitals. The halogen_based cubic

perovskites crystals are more impoltant because of their simple crystal structure,

manufacturing, doping and a wide range of other physical properties [39].

Among them, ternary fluorides with perovskite structurq KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co,

Ni and Zn), are in-the limelight in these days and are bieng actively researchedt"
due to thei piezoelectric characteristics, ferromagnetic, nonmagnetic insulator

behavior etc [4Q 41].

AXO: (A:Lanthanoid, X=Transition mctals) are considered to be good

candidates lor ion sensor [42], gas sensor [4345] and electrode matedals for

alkaline fuel cell [46]. Among them SIJ(O: (X=Mru Fe and Co) seems to be

remarkable mate al as it has the largest amount of adsorbed oxygen [47]. For

3



I

example, the Sm-based perovskite-type oxide sensors have been reported to

detect NOr [48], volatile organic compounds [49] and ethanol [50]. It is also well-

known that the oxide thin-film devices are used as electrochemical devices [51-

53]. The remarkable physical properties of these oxides depend on thier

structural, optoeleckonic and magnetic properties [54, 55].

KCaFg and RbCaFa crystal compounds have a simple cubic lattice, where

the monovalent K Rb atoms lies in the center of the cube, the divalent Ca atom

lies at the corners and the fluorine F atoms lie at the faces of the cube. Demetriou
I

et al. 156l determined the nature of high conductivity in KCaF3 using single

crystal neutron diffraction experiments. Daniel ef al. [57] presented a thorough

investigation by Raman scattering of KCaF: depending on temperature, and

obtained useful information on high temperature structural instabilities

occuring in this compound. The relative stability of KCaF3 causes by rotation of

the octahedral CaFo was studied by Flocken ef al. [58]. Chornodolskyy et nl. 159)

investigated the electronic calculations of ABF: (A = K Rb, Cs; B = Ca) by

pseuda-potential method taking into account the gradient corrections for the

exchange-correlation energy. Like KCaF:, the RbCaFr has been found in cubic
I

structure at ambient condition [60]. The physical properties (Thermal and elastic)

of RbCaF: have been investigated [61, 62].

Doping of divalent ions in the lamily of RMnOe (R=lanthanide) presenting

holes in the d band and hence shows many fascinating featutes. The study of

perovskite manganites has been undergoing intensive development, not only



because these matedals have great potential in applications related to the

colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect [63, 64], but also because they offer a

testing ground for theories related to strongly correlated systems. Depending on

temperature, composition, and magnetic field, manganites can have various

ground states. They show insulating states, which can be paramagnetic,
I

fe[omagnetic, or ahtiferromagnetic. l\ihat is strange and most exotic about these

solid-state oxides is that, even in a single crystal sample of high chemical purity,

different phases having different electronic and magnetic properties can coexist

at different locations in the sample [65,66]. Thus, manganites have an intrinsic

electronic inhomogeneity, which can evolve on application of external stimuli

like temperature and magnetic field.

Structurally LaMnO: was found to be cubic at high (T > 750 K) and

orthorhombic at low (T > 750 K) [67]. Perovskites oxides containing rare earth ion

and d transition metal ion such as LaFeO: are potential candiate {or electronic
I

and magnetic materials [68]. Doped LaFeO: shows many interesting physical

properties and is therefore used as separator material in solid oxide fuel cell

(SOFC), sensors, utilized in microwave dielectrics and as solid electrolytes [69-

'711

Computational research based on density functional theory (DFT) has the

capability to model every kind of materials without any restrictions. The method

of calculating various properties of a material by knowing only its configuration

5
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is called ab-initio calculations. The main advantage of this method is that no

experimental facts are required to predict a material [73]. In comparison to real

experiments, computational calculation has full control over almost all variables.

This method is feasible to conskuct an expe ment to understand the matedal,s

behavior on a specific variable. Also it is very easy to change dillerent

parameters and hence to calculate the interesting physical properties.

The deruity {unctional theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical approach in
I

modeling the materials which can handle many body systems with ease. First

principle or ab-initio calculation using this theory is a reliable tool for many body

systems. The rapid gowth in computer technology and improved algorithm

make it reasonable to calculate large system containing many atoms (100 or even

more atoms) in a unit cell. The incredible achievement of these methods is to

explain a large amount of reai problem, reproducing and calculating wide range

of matedals properties. Initial predictions along with several achievements in

understanding the physical properties of different compounds, have been

repotted 174-761.
I

The present research is carried out on pure and doped cubic perovskites

using ab-initio calculations. Here, we study structural, elastic, electronic,

magnetic and optical properties of RbZnIs, RbCdF:, RbHgF:, CsSrFs, CsSrCl:,

CsZnCl3, CsCdCl3, CsSnCls, CsSnBr:, CsSnI:, RbPbF:, KMnI:, KFeF:, KCoF:,

KNiF:, SmVO:, SmFeOa, SmCoO:, KCaF:, RbCaF:, LaMnOa, LaFeOa and

I



I
IG.sRh sCaFg, LaMosFeo sO: using the high accurate full potential linearized

augmented plane wave (FP-LAP\,\.} method within the lrame work of DFT. The

structural and elastic properties are explained in terms of lattice parameters (ao),

bulk modului (B), pressure derivative of the bulk modului (B'), ground state

energies (Eo), bond nature between the cations and anions and elastic constants

Crr, Crz and C-aa lespectively. Band structure and density of states reveal

electronic and magnetic properties, while the chemical bonding nature is

revealed by charge density contours. Optical properties are explained in terms of

reflectivity, optical conductivity, complex dielectric functiory complex refractive
I

index and energy loss function.

This research will provide an understanding of the above properties of

pure and doped cubic perovskites and will also discuss vadous important

applications of these compounds. This research will also cover the deficiency of

theoretical data on the alorementioned properties of these matedals.

I
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Chapter 2

PEROVSKITES AND DOPED PEROVSKITES

2.7 Historical background

The perovskite shucture has shown pronounced flexibility of composition,

I
incorporating nearly every member of the periodic table. A class of materials

composed of calcium titanate and having identical crystal structure to that of

inorganic calcium titanate oxide (CaTiO:) is known as perovskite. Calcium

titanate oxide (CaTiOs) was discovered by Gustave Rose in 1839 at Ural

Mountains (Russia) and hence narned after Lev perovski (-1792-1856) 177). The

XRD crystal structure was published by Helen Dick Megaw (1907-2002\ in -1945

(ldsh crystallogapher) [78]. Much of the early work on synthetic perovskites

was done by Goldschmidt [79, 80] who developed the principle of the tolerance

factor and other basic principles.

I

Perovskites are of great interest for variety o{ useful properties which are

inlluenced by the structure. Researching and imagining this material, is

important for the intellectual design of new and useful matedals. In this chapter

we describe a sample of the literature on perovskites with the aim of highlighting

some of the most interesting and relevant work to set out the context oI this

project and assist the understanding of the following chapters.
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2.2 Physical properties of perovskites

2.2.1 Skucture of perovskites

Generally, perovskites ABX3 have cubic structure with A and B is cations (A >B)

and X is anion. The fundamental properties of perovskites are mainly

determined by different ions in the basic structure. Consequently the

investigation of different properties of these compounds has much important.

Figure (1a) shows ideal cubic perovskite in which the A cations are coordinated

I
with L2 atoms, while the B cations are coordinated with six X anions. The X anion

is coordinated with 2 atoms.

2.2.2 Shucturedistortion

The perovskite structure shown in figure 2.2 consists of corner shared BXa

octahedral where all B-X-B angles are 180". However, it is common to have

deviations ftom the ideal structure and stoichometry. In fact the ideal perovskite

structures is quite rare and even the mineral perovskite has some distortion. The

idealised perovskite cubic structure is represented not by CaTiOo but by SrTiO:r

(Figure 2.2). In SrTiO:, Sr2* occupies the A site in 12 fold coordination and Tia+

ions are on the B site forming a 3D corner sharing network oI TiOo octahedra.

lnstead of oxygen and fluorine in the anion perovskites contain other anions

such as Cl'or S2'. Partial occupation of the A or B site is also a possibility.

9
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Figure 2.1: (a) Ideal

perovskite strucfure.

cubic perovskite structure, (1b) four layer hexagonal
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This type of matedals has a wide range of uses in different devices because of its

structural, electronic, magnetic and optical properties [81-86]. Cubic perovskites

is also used as a 
fubstrate mate al [87]. Generally semiconductors with zinc

blend structure are also found to grow on the substrate or buffer layers with

cubic shucture. For example CaAs MOSFETs using cubic perovskites SrTiO3 as a

bufler layer increases the importance of researching these materials [88].

As mentioned earlier, it is comnon to observe perovskites which display

deviations from the ideal structure. There are several factors that can drive

distortions in the perovskite lattice. Firstly, the deviation can be restructured by

size effects. In this case structural distortions are caused by the ratio of A and B

ionic sizes, and electronic conliguration of the metal ions. Two main distortion

types are observed, one linked with the off-centering of the B ions in the B)G

octahedra, the other with tilting of the BX6 octahedra in the structure. If we ftust

consider the ideal cubic case, the lattice parameter ao is interconnected to RA, RB

and Ro (ionic radii) by the following equation:

ao = .6 (Re + Ro) = 2(Ro + Ro)

This allows us to deline the Goldschmidt tolelance factor, t, as:

(2.1)

F (Re + Ilo) / ../z (R6 + Re) (2.2)

This rationalises the distortion. Cases with t < 1 give rise to tilting modes, while

matedals with t > l show B off centering modes. The ideal cubic phase requires

F1.

1L



Figrle 2.2: Ideal cubic structure of the perovskite SrTiO3. The comer

sharing TiOa octahedra is visible as are the Sr2* ioru in twelve fold

coordination, shown in blue.

12
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The ideal perovskite SrTiO3 has a tolerance factor vely close to the ideal value of

1 which explains itp stability in the cubic phase. Another example of a perovskite

with t=1 is KFeFo. Examples of perovskites with t<1 include CaTiO3, GdFeO3

(t=0.81) and SrZrSs. This occu6 due to a smaller than ideal A cation, which

causes a tilting of the BX6 octahedra. Such a distortion leads to a closing up of the

dodecahedral interstices. The A cation may also relax towards a side oI the

dodecahedral interstice to further reduce the AX equilibrium bond distance.

Examples of perovskites with a tolerarlce factor >1 instead BaZrO:, BaNiOl and

CsGeCh where t=1,.04, 1.13 and 1.03 respectively. This situation is achieved by

combining a large A and small B iory which leads to the reduction of the BXo

octahedra. In this pase hexagonal vadants of the perovskite structure are also

stable, which include some degree of face sharing between BXo octahedra results

to the creation of cavities Ior the A ions to fit better. BaNiQ are called ideal

hexagonal type oI only hexagonal stacking of the close packed layers. Still, many

perovskites happen with different classifications of hexagonal and cubic

structure. It should be noted that the tolerance factor equation assumes purely

ionic bonding. As perovskites are not huly ionic, the tolerance factor serves only

as an estimate.

Symmetry lowedng distortions in perovskites may also be dictated by

electronic effects, guch as Jahn-Teller distortions of open shell transition metal

ions. Perovskites containing ions with an odd number oI electrons in the es

orbitals for instance will expefience this effect. Structural distortions driven by

73



Jahn-Teller active ions at the B site are known for seyeral perovskitesi e, g

AMnO: (where A=Ln, Pr and Nb). Here, Mn:+ ions with high-spin 3da

configuration are subject to a Jahn-Teller distotion that causes an axial

elongation of the 4nOo octahedta. An extreme case of Jahr1-Tellet distortion is

given by de ions such as Cu2*. Cu2+ is rare in perovskite materials, though

examples exist such as CaCu:TirQz (CCTO) and CuSeOa where the shong

stability of the Cu2+ in square planar coordination drives the structural

distortion. In CCTO the Cu2* ions occupy the 12 coordinated sites and dive a

tilting oI the TiOo octahedra to achieve this coordination environment. In

CuSeO:, instead, Cu2t is in the octahedral sites, and originates a Jahn-Teller

distortion of the CuO6 octahedra. We can also observe distortions of perovskites

containing either a d0 hansition metal (Ti4., Nbst, W6+ etc.) or a lone pair cation

!
(with a polarisable's2 outer valence shell occupied, such as Pb2n, BF*, Sn2*, Sea*,

Tea* etc.) where the distortion has been attributed to second order Jahn-Teller

effects [89-92]. This has an impoftant consequence on the structure as the lone

pair pushes the cation of{-centre in the 12 coordinated sites, generating an electric

dipole in the structure. An example oI the latter distortion is observed in CuSeO:

where the lone pair of the SeO:2 ions creates SeO3 trigonal pyramidal units. The

distortion observed in CuSeO: is thus due to a combination of the lone pair

chemistry oI Sea* and the stability oI Cu2* in square planar environnent. Another

factor that can cause distortions in perovskites involves changing the

I
composihon from'the ideal ABX]. Possibilities for this lie in anion or cation

14



I
deficiencies. Examples of A ion delicient materials are common in the family of

bronzes, obtained by partial intercalation of alkali metal or other very

electropositive ions (A) in the empty dodecahedral interstices oI group 6

trioxides (\{O: and p-MoO:).

2,2.3 Structualprope*ies

Research is continued to investigate cubic perovskites which is useful to plan

new substrate. Recenfly Verma et al proposed a model [93] in cubic perovskites

based on average ionic radii (r-). So the design of new buffer matedals or

substrates depends on the regularities governing the formation of cubic
I

perovskite-type oxide (ABO:). It was also found that ro/ro (octahedral factor)

play an important role in the tolerance factor which is useful in the Iotmation of

perovskites.

2,2,3.1 Structural map method

The first attempt was made by Mooser and Perason [94] using a two-dimensional

graphic to study the stability of different compounds in terms oI the difference in

electronegativity between the cation and anion and the average principle

quantum number. They succeeded to classily the crystal structures o( AB-type

compounds, of ,lk-type halides, and the metallic or non-metallic ternary

fluorides ABX. This method is called structural map method. In this way the

structural rnap technology was introduced and more paraneters were used to

draw the giaphic. Muller and Roy [95] suggested to plot "structural map" using

15



Figure 2.3: The unit cell of CuSeOs, displaying the square planar

coordination of Cu2. (blue) and the SeOa trigonal pyramidal units (oxygen

in red and selenium in green).
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the ionic radii of A and B as coordinates to investigate various skuctural {amilies.

The same method was also applied Ior A*1B*s&, A+2B+4X3 and A*3B+3X3 systems

separately [95, 96]. But the pdnciple Ior perovskite formability was not argued

because of the lack of precise data of some ABO3 crystal at that time. The ionic
I

radius is the most important parameter that dominates the ctystal structuie of

ionic compound. The same method was followed by Kumar et al [94 to predict

the symmetries in cubic perovskites formability using two patameters tolerance

factor and octahedral factor.

Another important feature of crystalline matedals is the lattice constant

(LC) which helps in the identification of materials and structural properties.

Determination of LC through computational approaches has recently gained

importance due to thet ability to reduce expedmental temporal cost and time.

For instance, in dgveloping a high quality thin film growth [98], a matching

lattice substrate is searched that has reduced lattice mismatch. Such problems

have prompted the researchers to investigate accurate LC prediction models so

that conformal substrate matedal can be sort out quickly for industrial and

engineeIing applications.

Recently, researchers have developed LC prediction models for cubic

perovskites using linear regression techniques. This includes seminal work of

Jiang et al. [2], Moreira et al. [1], and Ubic [99]. They have developed latticc

constant (LC) prediction model in the form of an cmpirical relation using linear

11



regression. These models are unable to find the nonlinearity involved in

corelating LC to atomic parameters of perovskites. As a result prediction error

may not reduce appreciably. Secondly, in linear models, all the available

compounds ate used in development stage. Therefore, it is difficult for linear

models to predict precisely LC Ior novel compounds. Lufaso et al. had developed

mathematical model based SPuDS program, to predict structural parameters of
I

crystalline compounds [100] and material scientists are using this program rn

predicting the shuctural parametels of synthesized perovskites. Majid and Lee

[101] proposed support vector regression (SVR) base nonlinear approach to

develop LC prediction model for cubic/pseudocubic perovskites. SVR models

have exhibited more accurate prediction performance. Furthet, this accurate

prediction of SVR models are also measured Ior newly collected compounds. The

average prediction error for new compounds is 0.6-15%. This highlights a good

generalization capability of SVR models designed for cubic perovskites.

2.2.4 DielectricPloperties

The dielectric properties of perovskites have been studied in dctail as some

perovskites such as BaTiO: and PbTiO: [102] have shown to have unusual high

dielectric constants. This featuie is desired for, amongst other things, capacitative

components in microelectronics. This high value of dielectric constant of PbTiO3

and BaTiO: is due to the collective polar displacements of the metal ions (on the

B site of the peiovskite) tfuough the oxygen sublattice and henceforth associated

18
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with fe(oelectricity. Relaxor ferroelectric meterials is another group of

perovskite-structured materials which exhibit not only large dielectric constants

as a function of temperature but also pronounced frequency dispersion [103].
I

One of the major dpplications of giant dielectuic constant materials in device as

the metal-oxide semi-conducting field ef(ect transistors (MOSFET) in which the

dielectric constant will eventually determine the reduction of such components.

It is the perovskite CaCurTi,rOrz [104] that curently display the largest known

dielectric constant of -104-105 [104-10fl. The mechanism behind this property is

not yet clear, with a barrier layer capacitor model being one oI the possible

origins claimed in the litetature. Another example is the Li-ion conductor

comPound Lao ozlio rTio zsAlo usO: [108].

2.2.5 Feroelectricity, Ferromagnetism and Multifeorroicity
I

Materials which displays a spontaneous electrical polarization that can be

switched by the application of an electric field is called ferroelect c and the

phenomenon is known as ferroelecriticity. Examples of such materials among the

perovskites are BaTiOr, SrTiO: [109] and KNbO: [110] etc. The tolerance factor of

BaTiOr is t>1(t=1.06) which can be attributed to Ieffoelechicity in which the Ti4*

ion is slighdy small for the octahedral void of the structure, and can rattle in the

octahedral interstice. Neighbouring Tia* ions will undergo similar displacements

resulting in the formation oI a net dipole and a macroscopic polarisation. Such

materials have two stable states 0 or 1 based on the Boolean algebta. Because of
I
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these two states such mate als find application in memory device [111]. The

study of these materials has increased rapidly over the last decade due to the

realization that such phenomenon can be hugely beneficial for device

implementation. Other than in memory devices such applications include

tranducers (due to their piezoelectricity) and capacitors (due to their high

dielectric permitivity) [112].

Ferromagnetism is the phenomenon in which the material shows

spontaneous magnetization as a consequence of open shell hansition metals ions

having parallel spin and can be switched by using a magnetic field. Like

ferroelectric, ferromagnetic matedals have recendy gained attention because of

thet potential in many technological applications. Ferromagnetism has been

obser-ved in perovskite Iike CuSeOs. On the other hand perovskite like BiMnOs

has shorm both feroelectric+feromagnetic behaviors. Such a material is

described as being multiferroic.

The lirst Ietomagnetic material is Nickel iodine boracite Ni3BzOr3I [113]

which is a combination of several more multiferoic boracite compounds.

Multifeorrocity in this compound is rare. The reason is that generally the

transition d metal ions (which are essential for magnetism) reduces the tendency

for off-centre fenoelectaic distortion. Therefore, an additional structural or

electronic driving force must be present for ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism

to co-exist [113]- Because of similar properties these materials are used in many

technological devices. CuSeO: has also been thought to be multiferroics [114].

20



2.2.6, Semi-Conductivity, Conductivity and Superconductivity

There are many petovskites which have shown many interesting an<l useful

conducting and serhi-conducting properties based on the electronic conJiguration

oI the B ion. Examples are KNbO3, SrTiO:, LaNiO:, LaCuO: and LaCoO:. KNbO:

is semi-conductor, SrTiOg with d0 Ti*a is insulator, LaNiO: with the d7 Ni3* and

LaCuOa with d8 Cu3* are both conductors. The d6 configuration in LaCoO: will

result a split in the conduction band between the filled t2s and the eg orbital give

rise to an insulator at the glound state.

High temperature superconductivity is another interesting {ield oI

perovskite materials since the discovery. Some perovskites shown

superconductivity at high temperature (high T.). Examples are high temperature

cuprate composedlof perovskite structure sub units. Laz xBarCuOa was the first

perovskite-related materials [115]. The perovskite structure is clearly common to

a range of multifunctional materials of which a few representative examples are

summarised in Table 2.1

2.3 Doped perovskites

There were reports of interesting behaviour in the doped perovskite manganites

as far back as 1950. Jonker and Van Santen [116, 11fl carried out early work on

the compounds Lar ,A"MnO: with A = Ca, Sr and Ba. They found that the end

members of the seies, corresponding to x=0 and x=1, were antiferromagnetic

insulators. HowevJr, intermediate values of x gives ferromagnetism, particularly

around x:0.3. They found that the onset of ferromagnetism was associated with
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a sharp increase in electrical conductivity. In 1951, Zener proposed a double

exchange model [118j to explain the link seen by Jonker and Van Santen between

ferromagnetism and metallic behaviour. The first report of magnetoresistance

(MR) was given by Volger in 1954 [119]. In 1955 Wollan and Koehler reported

neutron diflractioh peaks corresponding to ferromagnetic (FM) regrons,

antiferromagnetic (AF) regions and occasionally FM and AF regions

simultaneously in Lar-,Ca,MnOs [120]. This was the earliest repolt of phase

coexistence in the manganites. There was little further activity until the early

1990s, when there were reports of'colossal' magnetoresistance values. In 1993 a

MR value of 60% was reported in La2l:Bar/:MnO: films [121]. A year later in 1994

Jin et al. [122] discovered the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect in strained

annealed Lao ozCao.t:MnO: thin films. In what was possibly then the most

dramatic magnetoresistance effect, application of a 6T external magnetic field

altered the resistivlty around the Curie temperature by six orders oI magnitude

and gave a Ap/ p (H =0) v al.oe of 99.92o/. .

There was a sharp uptum of interest in La1-€a,MnO3 with 0 2<x<0 5 after

the discovery of the CMR effect. In this systcm, La5/8Ca3/sMnOa was found to

have the highest Curie temperature Tc of 265 K [123]. These initial results were in

qualitative agreement with Zener's original double exchange model, but the

transition temperafures seen were an order of magnitude below the odginal

theoretical predictions. Clearly further work, both theoretical and experimental,
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was required to understand fully the fundamental physics involved ln

particular, the malttude oI the CMR effect could not be exPlained by double

exchange alone.

ABOa and ABF: have similar crystal structures and are abundandy used in

many areas of scientific and technological industry because of their fascinating

optoelectronics and electro-mechanic ProPerties. Since they undergo phase

tiansitions as a result of rotations of the F6 octahedral around one of the maior

crystallographic axes of high temPerature cubic symmetry phase.

Flourperovskites KCaF: and RbCaFs have been found to display cubic

perovskite structure at ambient conditions [124]. Various Properties oI RbCaFa

I

have been measured [125,126]. Collectively they form mixed crystals, Rbr

,K,CaFr, which retain the cubic perovskite structule at high temPerature. Since

the cation plays an important role in the stability of Perovskites, one may Suess

that the introduction of K for Rb alters the interface and decreases the corelation

effects between CaF6 octahedra. This would effect in a randomization of the

system. To our knowledge, only a few studies have been achieved on mixed

fluoperovskites: Rb*Kr-"MnF: [124, K,Nar-"and Kr-,Rb,CdF: [128].
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Table. 2.1. Examples of Perovskites exhibiting some of the many interesting

physical properties available to the shucture. The table includes some potential

practical applications of such materials.

I

Possible/Actual

Structure Physical Property Application

PbZer,'Ti,Oo

CaCurTi,rOrz

PgaMgNbuOs

BaTiO:

SeCuO:

Bar,,La'TiOg

BaInO:.s

BazMgTazOr

Piezoelectric

Dielectric

Dielectric

Ferloelectric

MultiFerIoic

Ultaasound

Resonators

Capacitors

Computer Memory

Memory Devices

Semi-Conductor Transistom

Y033Ba0.67CuO3-* , Superconductor Medical Imaging

SrTiO: Insulator Microelectronics

Elecholyte in Solid Oxide

lonic Conductor Fuel Cells

Highest Melting Point Space Craft
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Chapter 3

THEORY OF CALCULATIONS

Introduction to DFVHF formalism

Theoretically the study of complex crystalline structure having several atoms
I

requiles computer simulation. This can be accomplished with a vaiiety of

approaches Irom classical to quantum mechanical. The classical approach is

based on Iorce field or semi-empirical scheme which includes a high level of

sophistication and are suitable for materials having good parameters are already

known. This approach is limited in the case if such parameters are not accessible

for a given system and so one must trust on ab initio calculations. The advantage

oI using ab initio calculation is to allow only the treatment of much smaller unit

cell than classical calculation do. Also it does not involve any expedmental data

for such calculation. The purpose oI this chapter is to briefly sketch the central
I

features of ab initio method. For quantum mechanical treatment of a given

system there are two type of formalism Hatree Fock (HF) and Density functional

theory (DFT). The former is established on a wave function in a formula of one

slater determinant while the latter is based on the electron densifi rather than the

wave function.

3.2 Schrodinger wave equation and many body problems

In quantum mechanics it is the wave function that holds all of the physical

3.1
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information about a system which is not measurable and can only be found by

using the well-known time independent Schrodinger equation [129] as:

fr v) = zlvl (3 1)

lArhere ti is the Hamiltonian which is given by using Bom-Oppenheimer

approximation [130] as:

a =i +i"" +i",,

=t lV'+I l-+Iy*r
,., ,, ,,1 ,=

(3.2)

\\4rere

r = Sum of kinetic energy operator oI the electrons

f".,= Coulomb interaction between the elechons

f*, =An external potential from interaction between the electrons and the nuclei.

The total energy E of the system is given by expectation value of f i.e.,

a=(1y fr ry) (3.3)

In principle the Sclrodinger equation (3.1) can be solved to obtain the desired

propelties of a given system. However, in practice, this is not straightforward:

the potential expelienced by each electron is inlluenced by all other electrons

within a given system. Therefore, the problem lies in the equations which need to

be solved, depending upon each other. The problem applies to systems of all

sizes, frorn molecules to solids with the only exception of one electron system
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which are obviously of limited practical interest. Solving the Schr6dinger

equation direcdy for all electrons is clearly impossible, and approximations need

to be made in order to make this task feasible. In fact, this task is impossible for

even a two electron system and even in this case approximations need to be

I
made. The motivation for solving this problem is clear when it is realised that

once the electronic wavefunction and electronic energy are calculated, a wealth

of other useful inJormation about a given system is achievable. Techniques to

solve the many-body problem have been suggested and inhoduce

approximations in the Schrcidinger equation. These are the F{F and DFT theories

discussed below.

3.3 Hartree-Fock Theory

In this scheme the electronic wave function is approximated in the system of

slater determinant which fulfill the Anti-symmehic nature of the given wave
I

function [131]. In this way a wave function in 3N dimensional space is reduced to

N wave function in 3 dimensional space which are manageable in calculation.

This approximation is given by,

!4(r, ) \
.. v.i-., )

(3.4)

The Hartree fock theory introduces the concept of mean field so ignoring the

electron corelations. It was assumed that electrons in the system interacts each

othel through a mean field. We have so far neglected the electron-elechon
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interactions but any treatment of the electronic structure of a system must

include this effect. The mean-field approximation treats the elechon-electron

interactions in an average way. This means that each electron moves in the

electrostatic field due to the nuclei, and feels the effect of the average distdbution

of the other n-1 electrons. The combination of factolization of the wavefunction

into one electron prbitals and the mean field approximation gives rise to the
I

Hartree-Fock (HF) method [132]. The Slater determinant built ftom the occupied

spinolbitals is the HF ground state wavefunctiory denoted as ffi.

3.4 Limitations of HF theory

The HF ground state wavefunction does appear to be theoretically very sound

and gives satisfactory results in many cases; however it does have limitations.

The ignorance oI electron corelation effect beyond the Coulomb and exchange

interaction will result to increase the repulsion energy oI electrons to a large

value, overestimating the ionic character and further affect the band gap and

valence band widfi [133]. Still the result obtained from HF theory is an exact

start of many body corrections such as the GW approximation [134, 135]. The

results can be improved further by using dielectric function to account {or the

coulomb hole and exchange interaction [133, 135]. A separate alternative is

represented by Density Functional Theory (DFT), which has been applied

exteDsively in this thesis work.
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3.5 Densit5r functional theory (DFT)

This theory provides us a Iramework to reformulate the problem of solving Eq.

(3.1) of N electrons system into a problem of an effective single electron system.

This theory built on a variational principle and so appropriate for ground state

calculation still extension to excited states are probable [136]. The heart of density

functional theory lies in two theorems Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [137, 138].

According to them "The glound state properties of a matedal system can be
I

found by using electron density as a basic variable" which is a powerful

statement in solving many body systems. Thus the electronic wave lunction in

3N dimensional space is reduced to electron density in 3 dimensional space

which make density functional theory in the front of electronic structure theories.

3.6 Ritz Variational Principal

According to this pdnciple [139] the ground state wave function ly) can be

calculated by minimizing the ground state energy of N paticles i.e.,

Eo=Miry-N\yy'rt y4 (3 5)

I

\ 4rere "r+N" is Ior all allowed, normalizable and anti-symmetric electron

wave {unctions. The Ritz variational principle provides a support to solve the

many body system but in practical it does not simplify the problem because of

3N independent coordinates.
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3.7 Density as a Basic Variable

For the simplification of the many body problem the ground state density were

used as a basic variable; which is given by

nO ) = N I dodx 2.. .]x N (t/ Q, o, x 7,..., x N ) v O, o, x,,..., x ))
I

\Arhere X, =(r,o) contains further spin variableo.

3.8 Thomas-Fermi Theory

(3 6)

In the tate 1920's L. H. Thomas [140] and E. Fermi [141] took a diffelent aPProach

to Hartree in solving the many body problems. Instead oI working with the wave

functiory they considered utilising a physical obserwable to compute the ground

state properties of a system. Knowing that the Hamiltonian depends only on the

positions and atomic numbers of the nuclei and the total number of electrons, it

became obvious that a useful physical observable would be the electlon density

p. By integrating the density over all space the total number of electrons (N) as:

N =lotid, (3 7)

This method started by considering a system of non-interacting elechons with

uniform density, acted on by a potential, V(r). So

\",=Er,,+E*r (3.8)

Where Q,, and E",,, is the kinetic and potcntial energy of system. The total

energy in term of uniform electron gas as:

o- = t plrf a, +lvo)po)tt(r) (3.e)

I



tr\4rere

c( =: (3n')'
t0

This expression for the total energy only depends on the total electronic density'

p. It is said to be a functional of the density. We must now add futher telms to

inctude the effect of electron electron interactions. This has several comPonents,

I
first the coulomb interaction given by:

(3.10)

I{rhere a (actor of one half has been included to eliminate over counting. The

second contribution to the electron-electron interaction is exchange. As comPare

to Hartree Fock method, where the exchange energy is heated exactly, exchange

is approximated in Thomas-Fermi theory. In the uniJorm gas of interacting

electrons the exchange energy per unit volume of position is described by [142,

1431:

- e) ttP\r)P\t),Lc&=hIlt'farar

-2R 1
€" =-: Loltll
^ 4ta€ ,

u,=-fflott:ar

(3.11)

If we then integrate over the whole system the exchange energy is:

(3.12)

Correlation is equivalent to the difference between the exact electron-electron

interaction, and the contributions from Coulomb and exchange telms. It can also
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I

be expressed as a functional of p. An exampte is that Proposed in 1938 by Wigner

[144]:

1

, p\.r)1
E. = -0.0561- 

- 
-y'r

O.O'19 + P(r)!

It is however, convenient for now to leave the corelation energy in general

terms, and sirnply denote it as E. We can then express the total energy as

,,, -! " 1 
p,,i o,- 1v,,,p,td,- L' 

S I 
Pttr I Pt ! 

t ardr - !-L 
1 
p,, i' r,- u.

(3.14)

It is important to note that (3.10), (3.12) and (3.14) describe a homogenous

electron gas in which energies are obtained locally. This idea is at the basis of

(LDA) the local density approximation. We need to minimise the total enel8y as:

!orrta, =N.Thismeansweminimisesuchthat,-ff ;,- o - r'

\A4rere K is a constant. This minimization is not shaightforward as we are

dealing with a function whose argument is also a function and therefore known

as a 'functional'. 
,We 

therefore use the mathematical theory of Iunctional

differentiation together with the theory of Lagrange undetermined multipliers, to

obtain the chemical potential, p, as:

o -' ",0,,,1 'v,t* L lo"'r, -# 4rPr,t 
P'' nl' 48""'

(3.13)
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If we group atl butlthe first term and denote it as the effective potential' V, (r) '

then we can see the difference between a system of non-interacting electrons and

a system of interacting electrons are as follows:

For non-interacting electlons we can w te:

u=t!2 o,i,-rr,,' m3'

While for interacting electrons we incorPorate the last three terms oI

(3.15) into an effective Potentialyar (r), yielding:

(3.16)

equation

(3.17)

I

We can see here that the diflerence between the tlvo cases lies in a modification

of the potential.

The Thomas-Fermi theory gives corect results only in limited circumstances. lt

predicts the necessity of the total energy on the number of electrons, N, as being

monotonic, but it neglects chemical bonding e{fects between atoms. Its histodc

merit is to point the way to DFT.

3,9 HohenbergKohn Theorems and Kohn Sham Equations

Thomas-Fermi theory provides us with the basic idea that the energy of a system

can only be definpd in terms oI its electronic density. Thirty years later the

mathematical proof of this concept was established by P. Hohenberg and W.

Kohn [1,15]. This proof was split into two theorems discussed below.

The Hamiltonian of the svstem can be described as:
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(3.18)

In Eq. (3.18) the first, second and third term are due to the kinetic energy,

electron-electfon interaction and the interaction of electrons with the nuclei and

the external potential respectively. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [146]

states that "the extemal potential is uniquely determined by the electronic

density, besides an additive constant. A uniform shift in V(r) by an arbitrary

constant has no p\ysical effect". It was indeed shown that "it is impossible for

two different potentials to give the same ground state density" i.e. if

V(r)-V (r) + c then we end up with different ground states.

The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proves that all properties of a system

can be calculated from its electronic density, but does not give information how

to calculate the density of a system. Hohenberg and Kohn's second theorem

shows us that the "density obeys a vadational principle, i.e. given an external

potential y(,"), the electronic density of the system is the one that minimises the

energy". Since the gaound state energy, i.e. the expectation value oI ri given by

I
equation (3.18), is a functional of the derlsity, p(r) also the single contributions to

E can be expressed as functionals oI p(/) . we therefore have:

Eclp(.al= lv (.1\p(l)(t r+ Flp(t)l (3.1e)

H=T+U+v

Where

F =T +U (3.20)

I



I

represents the kinetic energy and elechon-electron interactions. F[p] is called a

universal functional which is valid for any number of particles and any external

potential. For a known F[p] determination of the ground state energy in a given

potential would be slightly easy. It would only require the minimisation of a

functional of the tfuee dimensional density Iunctions. However, the functional

form of F is unlnown, and the main limitations of DFT consist in providing

accurate enough working formulations of F. Let us now see how such working

formulations can be achieved. Separating the classical Coulomb energy Irom

E,.,tp(r\l = [v ( r) p(r)d r+ rtp(r) + u tp(r)] (3.21)

The minimization of the tlue ground state is found by using the Lagrange

multiplier to constrain the number of electrons, ta obtain:

Ftp(r)l because of 
lthe 

long range Coulomb interaction we have:

5E 
''rlpfttl 

6Ul pt rtl
^ -, =v(r)- - - 

- 
=uop(r't dp(r) 09(.17

By intaoducing effective potential:

5Ul p(r\l
v'n'V(r\+ 

"oP(r)

I
Eq. (3.22) cal1 be written as:

6rLpo)l
_ +v.a(r)=p
op\r)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

This constant is called chemical potential. In terms of non-interacting electron the

total energy as:
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E tptrtt= !ptt tvtrtd r+Ttprrtt- 
ue .!!'ff, ,r, r u,"to,,n (3.2s)

\ /hele fp(r) in Eq. (3.25) is for the system of interacting electron system which

I
is approximated from the non-intetacting elechons system; while the term

Exclp(r)l ts the exchange corelation energy contains all the terms that are not

exactly known. It takes into account the difference between the kinetic energy

functional for the non-interacting system and the equivalent functional for the

interacting system, the exchange interaction between electrons and the electron-

electron correlation energy. It is usually called as exchange and correlation

energy. The Kohn-Sham method defines a practical way to solve the DFT

equations; it introduces a one-electron Hamiltonian in the same form of the

Schrddinger equation.
I

-l-v'ty.\ r ) +v"rl, )v/ 
"l 

r ) = €"v./,\rl (3.26)

and:

ayt=lv.r1' (3.27)

The theory on which DFT is based is formally exact though it depends on the

information oI the exchange and correlation functional whose exact delinition is

unknown. The most important step is therefore to decide on a suitable

approximation forExc[p(r)]. The main aims of modern DFT ate in defining ever

I
more accurate appioximations for Exc.
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The Kohn-Sham equations piovides us with the mathematical framework

for Iinding the ground state density and energy of a many-body electron

problem using stdndard independent particle methods. These equations are

solved self-consistently schematically shown in figtre 3.1. The first step is to

guess the electron density, p(r), and use it to calculate the effective potential

v4" (r). This equation can then be solved to obtain the occupied one electron

orbitals, V.v which in turn define a new density P,,,r. This procedure is then

repeated until we achieve self-consistency, i.e. p.,,(r)= p,,(t) within a chosen

numerical accuracy [146].

3,10 Exchange and Correlation Functional

The main aim of rhodem DFT is in making ever improving approximations to

Exclp(r)l, of the Kohn-Sham equations. The simplest of these is known as LDA

(local deruity approximation) [145]. The main idea behind the LDA was to

consider an inhomogeneous electric system as locally homogeneous. The

exchange and correlation hole corresponding to this approximation is knoi .n to a

very good accuracy. In a real non-uniform system described by electronic density

p(r) at each r there is an exchange-correlation energy given byer. =lp(t)|p(r).

Thus

E,.lp(A = l€\,lptrJlp(r)d t
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This is called the local density aPProximation (LDA). Despite its simPlicity, the

LDA is in fact able to achieve relatively accurate results for metallic solids with

delocalised electrons. It does however have several shortcomings. In atoms

where the electrons are quite localised the electronic densities are poor. Binding

I
energies are consistently ovelestimated, and bond distances underestimated, in

the LDA compared to experimental values. Another shortcoming of the I-DA is

that the local structure of the energy exPression does not ,ustified for the

electronic rearangement in bonds, excluding chemistry from the lunctional

expression. The next generations of functionals were aimed at solving the

problem of the inhomogenities in the electronic density that is present within the

LDA functional. This was done by expanding locally the functional dependence

of E- on p(r) to include gradient and higher order derivatives. In general,

gradient expanded-exchange correlation cnergy can be expressed as:
I

Exclp(.a) = ! e xctpq\pc)F,,Lpq).v p(.t),v'p(a), ...1d I (3.29\

Where F," is a Iactor that modilies the LDA functional to consider the variation of

p(r) at the reference point. Methods that include the gradient of the density as

known as generalised gradient appioximations (GGA), while functionals that

contain second derivatives of p(r) in r (and eventually a corection to the kinetic

energy functional) are called meta-GGA. The dependence oi ,rc[p(/)]on the

gradient (or higher) derivatives ol p(r) is done in a Parametric way. GGA

firnctionals are still local in a mathematical definition, and do not account Ior
t.o



non-local effects at longer ranges. Higher order expansions of (3.29) have been

developed, but it was learnt that these expansions can easily violate some of the

conditions required for the exchange and correlation holes (such as the negativity

o{ the exchange density or the sell interaction cancellation). lt was perdew 
[147]

who showed that by including these conditions to functionals that originally did

not yielded an excellent improvement in the exchange energies. The de{inition of
I

GGA functionals is not unique, and a very large numbet of GGA functionals

have been proposed (often referred to as a functional zoo). These functionals

differ both in the number oI parameters they contain (oI course, a large number

of parameters increases the flexibility but may limit transferability) and how they

are calculated.

In general terms GGA functionals have been obtained via two different

methods: in one case the dependence of the functional on the gradient of the

electronic density is perlormed via analytic functions, whose parameters ate

fitted to experimental data such as structural parameters, formation energres,
I

thermochemical data etc. Clearly, in this case, the quality of results for classes oI

molecules or solids different to the reference data cannot be guaranteed. The

second method is to determine the dependence of the functional on the gradient

via some exact sum rules. Generally used GGA was developed by Becke in 1988

[148]. Here he used the method o{ fitting parameters to experimental data. This is

comnonly used in conrunction with a correlation functional derived cornpletely

independently from the LDA in 1988 by Lee, Yang and Parr [149]. Together these
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exchange and conelation functionals form the cornmonly used BLyp {unctional.

Another well-known family of GGA functionals is that proposed by perdew

(PBE) [150] in 1996 which is a functional derived without containing any fitting

parameters.

Figure 3.1: Schematic description of the SCF cyclic procedure in solving the

Kohn-Sham equations.
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ln general il has been found that the GGA,s improve upon binding and

atomic energies and bond lengths and angles over the LDA. However the

performance of these functionals varies depending on the materials under study.

For example, semiconductors are marginally better described within the LDA

than in GGA, except for the binding energies. GGA,s are known to not satisfy

some asymptotic behaviour and therefore there is a limit in the accuracy that the

GGA's can achieve. The main reason for this is that the nonlocality of the

exchange term is not fully taken into account. However, in systems with well

localised electrons a problem known as the self interaction error plays a major

part in limiting $e accuracy of the functionals. Neither the LDA nor GGA

functionals compensate {or the self-interaction error. This self-interaction error is

a large limitation of DFT. Therefore, the self-intetaction eror is important to be

understood.

3.11 Limitations of DFf - the self interaction error

The problem in describing strongly correlated systems with standard DFT lies in

the self-interaction. In a true system, each electron interacts with every other

elechon other than itself- In HF and DFT all electrons are describcd as having a

Coulomb interaction with all others, but also with themsclves, via the Hartlee

term. The Coulomb interaction of one electron with its own electron density is

commonly referred to as "self-interaction".

This term has a non-local mathematical formulation. In HF theory this is

corrected by the exchange term, which exactly cancels the specious Coulomb
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self-interaction. However in DFT we have a corection via the exchange

functional that doesn't exactly terminate the Coulomb interaction of individual

particles. This systfmatic error of DFT results in most cases in small qualitative

euors in the solution; it does however have disastrous con-sequences for systems

with well localized electronic states. Such {ailure is linked to the functional form

of the specious self interaction term, which is proportional tol

p(\) p(.r,)

ftz
(3.30)

and scales as 1/rrz.

\Arhen rrz is small (localised electrons) the error is large; in practice, the DFT

energy is lowered by reducing ro i.e. by increasing electronic localisation. In

strongly correlated systems, this change is often accompanied by a change of the

I
ground electronic state from insulating to conducting and large errors in the

calculated electron density and energy. Obviously, the inability to estimate the

corect ground electronic state for a class of systems is a sedous drawback of

DFT. The self-interaction problem is undertaken by a number of methods that tly

to introduce an orbital-independent, non-local term in the DFT equations that

eliminates the spurious self-interaction effects. One such method is given by

hybrid HF/DFT functionals, where a fraction of HF exchange can be combined

to the DFT to compensate for the spurious self-interaction. lt should be noted

that the exact amount of HF exchange to be included in the hybrid depends on
I

the system of study and on the particular observables we aim to calculate-
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3.12 Wavefunctions vs Densities

The fundamental dif(erence between HF and DFT is dlat DFT optimizes the

electron density, while fIF optimizes a wavefunction. Thus the properties of

material depend on the density and wave Iunction using DFI and HF

respectively. Howgver the determinations of identical property using HF need to

know the exact quantum mechanical operator. This leads to an advantage of HF

over DFT as there are more well characterised operators than there are generic

property {unctionals of the density.

Another main factor that could influence the choice of one method over

the other lies in the computational efficiency oI the two. With regards to

correlatiory DFT is clearly supedor as cotelation is not included at all in the HF

method.

3.13 Hybrid DFI/HF Methods

Within strongly corelated systems we have discussed how the lack of self-

interaction coEection to the Hadree term is a limitation to the accuracy that can

be achieved by LDA and GGA functionals. Only when an exPlicit orbital

dependence is included in the DFT formulation can the electron self-interaction

be corrected. This problem has been tackled via several methods such as the self-

interaction corrected (SIC) LDA [151, 152], exact exchange (EXX) [153]

functionals and the LDA+U [154] method. Hybrid density functionals are

another way to correct the self-interaction eror. Hybdd functionals make use of
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the HF theory, in which the self-interaction cancellation between Coulomb and

exchange contributions is exact. Combining DFT and HF formulations of the

exchange forces provides a method of reducing the extent of the self-intetaction

elror. The advantage of this method lies in its convenience. As the one electron

forms of HF and DFT in the Kohn-Sham Iormulism (3.26) hold the same shape, it

is straightforwald to combine the two. This way we are taking advantage of

computational tooh that are already in place, although hybrid exchange cannot

be justilied on first-principles, and needs an empidcal tleatment. The first hybrid

exchange Iunctional was introduced by Becke who made use of the adiabatic

connection formula to show how to continuously transform the HF into the DFT

formulation of the exchange functional. The exchange and correlation Iunctional

in hybrid exchange methods can be generally written as:

'?: = oE!' +(\-cr)E?- + E:- (3.31)

Here the parameter q is varied in order to achieve the most accurate result Ior a

given system or observable. Inclusion of the HF exchange in order to accomplish,

to some extent, sell-interaction correction into the DFT formalism has reportedly

achieved a noticeable improvement in results over standard DFT. l{rhile hybrid

exchange functionals are now accepted as the best Performing DFT choice for

molecules, the situation is still less clearly defined for solids. A first systematic

attempt at assessing the performance oI hybrid DFT for solids is described by

Cora et al. [155].
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3.14 Full-Potential linearized augmented plane wave method (FP-

LAPW)

Each calculation in the curent thesis have been made by FP-LAPW as executed

in the MEN2K computer software [156]. The APW and LAPW mu{fin tin

approach were often used procedures in 1970s [156]. The potential were assumed

to be constant in the mulfin tin sphere and plane wave in the interstitial region

which were coupled in the LAPW through boundary condition. The LAPW

approach works better to explain the metallic structures but poor to treat the

covalently bondedland open structure solids. In order to improve the structural

and electronic properties of such compounds the non-muffin tin approximation

were applied which is known as FP-LAPW. The potential inside the atomic

sphere and the interstial region is given as [156].

v(.a =Zvr.Mo)Yuv(i) lnside the sphere (3.32a)

V()=\*exp(!<i) Interstial region (3.32b)
LM

The FP-LAPW is free in the selection oI sphere radii as comPared to APW and

LAPW,
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3.15 The Wien2k Program

A11 the calculationg in the curent thesis are executed using WIEN2K computer

code. This code is writtten in FORTRAN 90 and includes UNIX operating

system. Extensive and efficient UNIX kinds of the new WIEN code existed which

is called WIEN93, WIEN95 and WIEN97. Now a new version of WIEN2k is

obtainable which is built on another basis set. This permits a maior upgradin&

mainly in languages of speed, universality, user kindliness and new structures.

In this platform the core electrons are treated entirely relativistically. This

package is suitable to compute the vadous properties of the compounds on the

basis of DFT. Our calculations are built on LDA, GGA, modilied back Johnson

(mBJ) and GGA+UI(modified version of GGA in the high corelated system). We

can calculate all atoms in the pedodic table oI proper balanced mixed basis set of

plane wave and atomic function. The convergence is control by the Parameter,

RK.*, the product of the smallest sphere radius R times the largest plane wave

vector Kmar. Integration in the reciprocal space requires a proper k-point mesh in

the irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ) [156].
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4.7

Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

First principle or ab-initio calculations use only the atomic constants as input

parameters to predict different physical and chemical propelties of solids like

structural, electronic, magnetic, optical properties, etc. with accuiacy. In the

present thesis we have used this method to study cubic perovskites RbZnF:,

RbCdFo, RbHgFr, 
fsSrFo, 

CsSrCh, CsZnCl:, CsCdCIa, CsSnCl:, CsSnBr:, CsSnL,

RbPbF:, KMnF:, KFeF:, KCoFs, KNiFe, SmVOr, SmIeOs, SmCoO3, KCaFr,

RbCaF:, LaMnO:, LaFeO: and BG;Rbo sCaF:, LaMnosFeo;Oe.

Elastic and optoelectronic ploperties of RbMFs (M=Zn, Cd"

Hg): A mBf density functional calculation

RbMF: (M=Zn, Cd, Hg) compounds belong to the fluoride perovskite family.

They are favorable hosts for many transition elements [157-160]. Also they are

widely studied because of their interesting shuctural ProPe ies [161]. It has been

experimentallv con{irmed that they crystallize in the cubic structure and do not
I

exhibit structural phase transition under pressure and temperature [162, 2]. From

the above it is clear that there is a good amount of experimental work focusing

on the structural properties of RbMF: (K Rb, Cs) compounds that has been

carried out but no theoretical and experimental work on the elastic and

optoelectronic properties have been aPpeared in the literatule
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In the cubiclphase o( RbMF: (M=Zn, Cd and Hg) the Rb, M and F atoms

are positioned at Rb (0, 0, 0), M (L/2, -L/2,1./2) atd F (-1/2, -1/2, 0) respectively.

To explain the structural proPeties of RbMFs (M=Zn, Cd and Hg) we have

computed the ground state parameters quoted in Table 4.1. As clear from Table

4.1, the calculated lattice constant is slightly overestimated as compared to the

experimental and other calculations. This overestimation may be due to our use

of GGA [23]. Also the lattice constant increases from RbZnIg to RbHgF:. This

could be explained by the increase of the size of cation (M) from Zn to Hg. ln

going from RbHgF: to RbZnI: Bo decreases, signifying that the rigidity increases

from RbHgFr to RpZnI3. This inverse relation between the lattice constant and

bulk modulus has been seen also for other fluoroperovskites compounds [163].

The mechanical and dynamical properties of cystals can be studied by

computing its elasic constants. These constants play an impotant role on the

stability and stiffnes of the crystal and explain how it expeiences stress

distortions and proceeds to its original character after stress is terminated [164].

They are calculated by the techdque described in Ref. [165]. Since RbMF: (M=Zn,

Cd and Hg) have cubic symmetry; we must compute only three parameters C11,

Crz, and C-.rE. Hcncefortl, we have a collection of three equations to dcfine these

I
parameters [166].

B =: (c,, + 2c,,)
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The 2"d equation contains obtaining volume-conservative tetragonal strain tensol

€.

(4.2\

Using Eq. (4.2) we have

E(e) = (C11- Cp) 3voez + o (€2)

\{rhere Vo= Unit cell volume.

(4.3)

The last equation contains volume-conserving rhombohedral strain tensor Sven

by,

(1.4)

\4rhich reduces E(e) to

E(e) = (C1t + 2Cp + +C4) + €2 + o(ez) (4.5)

The computed C11, Crz and Cal for RbMF: (M=Zn, Cd, Hg) compounds are

quoted in Table 4.1. Since Cu is about 68.6% greater than C44 for RbZnFz,83.7"k

for RbCdF: and 84.9% for RbHgF3 showing that RbMF3 (M=Zn, Cd, Hg) has low

resistance to the pure shear deformation related to the resistance of the

unidirectional cor4pres6ion. As far as we know no previous data for these

/t O 0 \--lo , o \"-\o o -:--tl\ (1+€)' /

/1 1 1\;=i(r r r)
\1 I 1/
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constants have been published; henceforth our results can help as a reference for

future study.

ln order to check the stability in a cubic structure we have the following

constraints to be fulfilled [167]:

I

(4 6)

Since Eq. (4.6) is fulfilled, henceforth RbMF: (M=Zru Cd, Hg) are elasticaly stable

To promt the microcracks in a given crystal we have computed the

anisotropy factor [1.68] as:

A=2Coof (C,,-C,2) (4.n

If A=1, then the material is said to be isotropic otherwise anisotopic. Any

deviation from 1 is called degree of elastic anisotropic of the given crystal. OuI
I

result of A in table 4.1 shows that RbZnF3 is highly isotropic, while RbCdFr and

RbHgFo show a profound elastic anisotropy.

The information of Cfl, Cru and C,u permits the calculation oI the

following elastic parametrs using the the Voigt-Reus-Hill approximations and

the succeeding expressions [169].

9BG

3A+6

3B-2C

(4.8)

(4.e)
2(38+c)
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Gr-!1crr-crr+3con1

l. 
s.44r.r1-a12 ruR -..--a(a.,-.,

(410)

(4.11)

These parameters are also quoted in Table 4.1. Young's modulus (E) is a good

indicator about the stiffness of the material. The larger value of E shows that the

material is stiffer. As seen ftom table RbZnI: is stiffer than RbCdF: and RbHgF:.

Poisson's ratio is another elastic parameter describing the bonding forces in a

materials. The upper and lower limits of this ratio are 0.25 and 0.5 respectively

[170]. Thus the inter-atomic lorces in RbMF: (M=Zn, Cd, Hg) is central. AJter

acquiring the necessary data on the elastic constant we now proceed to discuss

the ductility and lryittleness of these materials. Crz-Ca,r (Cauchy pressure), B/G

(Pugh's index of ductility) and v (Poisson's ratio) are features which permit us to

classify the ductile/brittle nature of the materials. The positive (negative) value

of (CrzC.u) for a given mateial is estimated to be ductile/brittle [171].

The calculated values of (Crz-Ca,r) are positive in all compounds,

indicating the ductile nature of RbMFo (M=Zn, Cd and Hg). AIso the high (low)

(B/G) ratio from a critical number 1.75 is considered to be ductile/brittle nature

of the material [172]. As mentioned in Table 4.1, this ratio is around 1.99 for

RbZnFt, 2.24 for RbCdFr and 4.14 Ior RbHgFa, classifying these compounds as

ductile materials. lhi" 
"un 

ul"o b" pro.red in term of poisson ratio (v) [173]. Here

the calculated Poisson's values are larget than 0.26, categorizing these

compounds as ductile materials.
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The electronic properties of RbZnF:, RbCdF: and RbHgF3 perovskites

were studied by calculating the energy band structure (Fig.4.1) and density of

states (Fig. 4.2). Atl the compounds gives indirect band gap ( M - f ) as seen ftom

I
Fig. 4.1. The calculhted values of the band gaps are found to be equal to 7.2eV

6.8eV and 3.4eV for RbZnFe, RbCdFr and RbHgF3 respectively. Helrce band gap

decreases in going from Zn to Hg in RbMF:.

To study the energy distributions of different states considered Fig. 4.2.

The narow band around -10 eV in RbMF: is occupied by the Rb-4p state. The

highest part of the VB lying in the area concerning the Fermi level down to about

-5.50 eV is a mixture of Zn-3d and F-2p states. In this region the Zn-3d states

contributed majorly in upper part Ior RbZnFg and in lower part for RbCdFr and

RbHgF3. Above the Fermi level is the CB which has identical character in the
I

three compounds, while lower palt of it is dominated by Zn-4s state and upper

part is occupied by Rb-4d state.

To explain the bonding nature in RbZnF:, RbCdF:, and RbHgF3, we have

computed the electronic charge density in [110] direction is shown in Fig.4.3. In

view of Fig. 4.3 strong ionic nature of the Rb-F bond is observed. Eleckon

density among M (Zn, Cd, Hg) cations and F anion is uniformly distributed

which indicates the covalent nature in the MF6 octahedra. This covalent bonding

nature is due to the pd-hyblidization of Zn-3d and F-2p states which is clearly

seen in Fig. 4.2. Hgnce the bonding in RbMF3 compounds is of mixed ionic and
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covalent type. Sirfiilar bonding nature has been already observed for other

fluoride perovskite compounds [163, 174].

The optical nature of the RbMF3 compounds is studied here in terms of

absorption coeflicient and reflectivity. The absorption spectra for a radiation up

to 47eV are displayed in Fig. 4.4. It is clear that the optical spectia do not

fluctuate greatly Irom one compound to another. Materials stat absorbing

sharply electromagnetic radiations at a particular energy called as cdtical or

threshold point. The threshold points for RbZnFo, RbCdF:, and RbHgF.r occur at

about 8.75, 8.03 and 5.10eV, respectively. These cdtical points follow the

I
increasing trend of the band gap oI these compounds. Above these points,

oscillations are seen in the spectra with increasing absorption strength. Materials

stad absorbing highly in the 19.54-26.90 eV range. There is seen a prominent

identical single peak absorption behavior o{ the three compounds around 21eV.

The maximum absorption coefficients are 387.06mr, 386.68mr, and 385.79mr for

RbZnFa, RbCdF:, and RbHgF3 respectively. After the marimum point it again

decreases at high energy with small variations. The absorption spectia indicate

clearly the usefulness of these compounds for absorption purposes in the

ultraviolet region of the spectrum espccially at around 21eV.

I

The computed reflectivity specha of RbMF3 are shown in Fig.4.5. They

stay below 10% upto 19cV Io! the three compounds. This indicates that the

materials are highly transparent in the infrared, visible, low and high frequency
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ultraviolet regions of the energy spectrum, which recommends that they are

capable applicants for ttansparent coating and for proficient lenses. Elsewhere 19

I
eV, reflectivity intreases shatply; it reaches the maximum value oI 44.9%

Ql.saeV\, 42.10ok Q7.34eV), and 42% (21.26eV) for RbZnI:, RbCdFr, and RbHgF3

respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Electron density in (110) plane for RbZnF:
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Figure 4.5: Reflectivity as a function of energy.
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Tab1e.4.1: Calculated Iattice parameter 4., (in A), bulk modulus B,(in Gpa), gound state
energy E,(in Ry), elastic constants c (in Gpa), shear modulus G (in Gpa), young s
modulus E (in GPa), Poisson's ratios 1/, anisotropy factor A and B/G ratio at equilibrium
volume for cubic RbMF: (M= Zr; Cd, Hg) compounds.

Present Calc. tal data Others Calc.
RbZnFa
o. (A)
B"(GPa)
r"(nv)
Crr
CD
Cq
E

G

B/G
RbCdF:
o. (A)
B"(GPa)
E(Ry)
Crr
Cru

Crr
E
G

B/G
RbHgF3
o. (A)
B,(GPa)
r(ny)
Crr
Crz

C4
E
G

B/C

4.188

69.34

-10154.98
113.81

47.16

35.76
89.36

34.76

0.285
1.07
1.99

4.459

-L7754.76
722.46

19.90
72.60

27.79
0.305

0.447
2.24

4.633
49.32
45886.2
78.21

34.85
11.75

41.80
15.08

0.388
0.541
4.74

1.1-22"

4.398"

4.470"

3.900b

86.92b

' Ref.[2], b ReI [175]
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4.2 First principle study of CsSrMs (M=F, Cl)

Wide band gap materials are potential applicants for vacuum ultraviolet

transparent lenses. Perovskite like fluorides commonly have the wide band gaps

and are consequently desirable materials for the lenses and transparent optical

coatings [157]. Alkaline metal based halide perovskites like CsSrF:, CsSrCb, etc.

Iallen to this cate . CsSrFs exists in the cubic phase [1], but thete is no sedous

theoretical or on the structural, electronic and optical

properties, except a little on the lattice constant determination using ionic radii.

Similarly, CsSrCl3 has been mostly studied for phase transformations due to

temperature variations 11,76, 
-1771. Herc, we have computed the structural, elastic,

electronic and optical properties of CsSrMr (M=F, CD using FP-LAPW method

within diflerent techniques of generalized gradient approximations and

modified Becke Johmon potential.

Important stuuctural parameters of the compounds are studied using the

energy minimization process [163]. Values of these parameters are plesented in
I

Table 4.2, including the available experimental and other calculated data. From

the table it is clear that the calculated lattice parameters are in better agreement

with the experiment. It is further noted that by changing the anion M from F to

CI in CsSrMg, lattice parameters increase while the bulk moduli of the materials

decrease. Similar relation between the lattice constant and bulk modulus have

already been seen for other pure compounds as well as alloys [178, 16]. The

.egory. Ls5ri3 exrsts

exferimental work
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derivative of the bulk modulus has a constant value of 5.0, which is in

accordance with the other predictions for the cubic floupervoskites [163]. Ground

state unit cell energy also increases when changing ftom F to Cl.

The calculated values of the elastic parameters are also given in Table 4.2.

It is clear that Cu is about 90.28% higher than Cal for CsSrFe and 90.14% for

CsSrCl3, showing the weaker resistance of these compounds. For the CsSrCl3 no

experimental or theoretical data of the elastic constants has been published;

while results of CsSrF3 are compared with other calculations [179]. The criteria in

Eq. (4.6) are Iulfilleh, showing that these compounds are elastically stable.

From the present value of Young's modulus E in Table 4.2, we can state

that CsSrF:l is stiJfer than CsSrCla. Since the calculated Poisson's ratio is between

0.25 and 0.5 values, the inter-atomic forces are cenhal in these materials. As seen

from the table Cauchy's pressure is positive in both compounds, which

obviously shows the ductile nature of these materials. Futher (B/G) ratio is

around 2.28 for CsSrF: and 3.05 for CsSrCl3, categoizing these compounds as

ductile matedals. The calculated elastic constants are in agreement to ReL [179].

In Figs. 4.6,and 4.2 band structure and density of states (DOS) Ior the

compounds have been depicted. Both materials have indirect band gap. The

calculated values of the band gaps using diflerent potentials along with other

calculations are quoted in Table 4.3. From the table it is clear that band gaps

predicted by mBJ are higher than those calculated by other methods. Also, the
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band gap of CsSrF: is larger than CsSrCb. Our calculated band gap of CsSrF: is

higher than the previous prediction in Ref. [179]. To the best of our knowledge,

no data is available on the band gap o{ cubic CsSrClr for comparison. So, this

work can be used as a reference work for coming studies on these materials.

From the figure 4.7, it is clear that the band just below the Fermi level (Ir) is the

valence band, which is composed of F-2p and Cl-3p states in CsSrFs and CsSrCl:r
I

respectively, while the band below this consists of the Cs-5p state. The lower

bands are composed of the Sr-4p and halide ions s states. Above the Fermi level

is the conduction band; its part is occupied by d states of Cs and Sr, while the

upper part is of the Cs-4f state.

The electron density is plotted along the (100) and (110) planes for the

CsSrFo (a) and CsSTCL (b). From the (100) plane in Fig. 4.8 (a) it is seen that the

contours of Cs and F are purely spherical, which shows the strong ionic bonding

nature in the Cs-F bond, and charge transferred from Cs to the cation F. From

the (110) plane it iqinferred that the contours of Sr and F in the octahedra are not

completely isolated and spherical; therefore, the bonding between Sr and F is of

partial covalent and ionic characters, while bonding among the octahedral SrFe

and Cs is also purely ionic. As a whole the bonding naturc in CsSrF3 is mainly

ionic with minute covalent bonding. From the (100) plane in Fig.4.8(b), it is

noted that there is also a strong ionic nature in the Cs-Cl bond. FIom the (110)

plane it is found that the charge contours are isolated and completely spherical,
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therefore the bonding in the octahedral SrC16 as well as Cs and SrCl6 are purely

ionic, while the charge is transferred lrom the cations Cs and Sr to the anions, Cl.

The dielectric functiory €((0) = s1(o) + i€r(cl), delines the response of a

material to the applied electromagnetic radiations field [180]. In Fig.4.9 we have

depicted the plot of a2(@ {or the compounds. We see a sharp rise in the value of

at 10.0 eV and 7.19eV for CsSrF: and CsSTCL respectively, which is nearly equal

to the fundamental gap of the matedals. This threshold occurs due to the

I
transition of eleck6ns from the R symmetry point of VB to the f point in the CB

for CsSrM: (M=F, Cl). Beyond this point, va ous peaks in the spectra are

observed because of the interband transitions of electrons from the VB region to

the CB.

From Fig. 4.10(a), it is seen that the zero frequency limit, A, (0), which is the

electronic part of et(a), is L96 and 2.48 for CsSrF: and CsSrCh respectively. As

s1(0) is inversely related to the band gap of a matedal [163, 178], with the

decrease of the band gap from F to Cl in CsSrM:, a1(0) increases. In both

I

compounds, the spectra rise beyond the zero frequency limits and reach their

maximum values of 4.46 at 11.85eV and 4.9"1 atT.ney respectively. It is fu he!

noted that the spectra decrease sharply from their maximum values and, with

some noticeable vadations, they become smooth. q(0) in the energy ranges

15.60-16.09eV and 16.45-16.56eV Ior CsSrF: and 14.68-15.88eV and 16.07-

I



16.91eV and 17.10-18.49eV ranges for CsSrCt3 go below zero. In these energy

ranges the propagating photons are completely attenuated in the optical

medium. Spectra of refractive index (Fig. 4.10(b)) of the compounds have similar

features to theAl(0). The zero hequency limits,el(0), are 1.40 and 1.57Ior CsSr!-g

and CsSrCl3 respedtively. Hence, refractive index also varies inversely with the

band gap. The maximum values of refractive indices are 2.18 at 11.93 eV and 2.23

al 7 .77 eY respectlv ely for the two compounds.

It is clear from the frequency dependent reflectivity spectra (Fig.4.10(c))

that CsSrFs shows high reflection in the higher energy range, with CsSrCla in the

lower energy. The zero frequency reflectivities R(0) are 2.77% and 4.98%, while it

is 22.89% at "15.69 eV and 28.11% at 14.82eV for CsSrFs and CsSrClo respectively.

In the energy range up to the band gap of the respective compounds, reflectivity

is very small, and therelore matedals are transparent for the incident photons;

I
hence, the materials also show the transparency for this energy range and these

can there{ore be effectively used for making lenses, and antireflection coatings in

the lower as well as in the higher energy range. The energy loss function (Fig.

4.10(d)) charactedzes the plasma oscillations. Diffelent characteristic peaks

appear in the spectra of L(a), which correspond to the trailing cdges of thc

reflectivity peaks. A large plasmon peak appears at 24.80eV for CsSrCl3, while

different peaks appear for CsSrF3 with the prominent one at 26.65eV.
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Optical conductivity is a very important optical design patameter. From

Fig. 4.10(e) it is seen that conduction of electlons sharply increases at around

9.9eV and 7.3eV for CsSrF3 and CsSrCL. Conductivity is maximum in the ranges

11,.22-26.6eV fot CsSrFg and 8.0-18eV for CsSrCb. The maximum conductivity is

6858.33 o 'cn ' for CsSrF: and 6469.14 a 'cm I for CsSrCl:. Effective numbers of

electrons taking part in the interband transitions (sum rules) along with

intraband contribufions, N"ff, are also calculated in Fig. 4.10(f). From the Iigure, it

is noticed that the electrons start taking part in the transitions at around 11.58 eV

{or CsSrF: and 7.87eY for CsSrCh. It stay slow up to 15 eV, then there is a

relatively sharp rise in the number of electrons. They saturate to 24.29 lor CsSrF3

and 35.05 for CsSrCl:
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Figure 4. 8: Total electron charge density of CsSrF: (a) and CsSrCb (b) in

the 100 and 110 plane.
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I
Table.4.2. Calculatdd lattice parameter ao (in Aug.), bulk modulus Bo (in Gpa) and
its dedvative with pressure (B!), ground state energy Eo (in Ry), elastic constants
C1 (in GPa), shear modulus G (in CPa), Young's modulus E (in Cpa), poisson,s

ratios r, anisotropv factor A and B/G ratio at equilibrium volume for cubic
CsSrlr& (M=F, Cl)compounds compared with available literature.

Present Calc. Experimental
data

Others Calc.

CsSrF:
o" (A)
B"(GPa)
BP

EdRv)
Cl
Cr:
C44

E

G

B/c

CsSrFg

o" (A)
B"(GPa)
BP

n(nv)
Crr
Crz
C+,r

E
G

1.751,

41.81

5.0

-22536.80
102.19
1,4.42

9.27

47.96
18.32

0.28s
0.31

2.28

5.556

26.82
5.0

-24705.66
49.80
11.60
4.91,

23.77
8.79
0.35
0.26
3.05

4.75^

10.20
4.53

84.83d
17.90d
14.63.r

52.63d

20.53d

0.28d
1.95d

5.615"

4.781b,1.64,

aRef.[1], b ReI.[2]c . [181]d Ref [182].Ref [177]
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Table.4.3. Calculated band gaps of CsSrF: (M=F and CI) along with available
Iiterafure

WC-GGA PBE-GCA EV-GGA mBT Other calculations
CsSrF:

Err'r(eV) 8.13 8.40 9.8 9.87

EsR-r (eV) 7.97 8.22 9.62 9.80 6.28"
CsSrCIs

I

Esr-r(ev) 5.88 5.83 6.-1 7.83

E*n'r (eV) 5.67 5.61 5.9 7.65

'Ref.[182]
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4.3

I

Structural, elastic, electronic and optical properties of CsMCle

(M=Zn, Cd)

As was discussed in chapter 1 that CsZnCh belong to the same family of CsCdCl3

but we are not aware of any theoretical or experimental study devoted to this

compound, except one report focusing on the crystalline growth, spin lattice

relaxation rates and resonance oI the cesium nuclei [183]. Structural parameters,

elastic constants, electronic band structure, chemical bonding nature and optical

propedies of CsMgb (M=Cd, Zn) are investigated here using the FP-LAPW plus

local orbitals GGA and mBJ as implemented in the WIEN2K computer package.

The calculated values of the structural parameters within LDA and GGA

are sumrnarized in Table 4.4. It can be readily seen from this table that qo

increases ftom Zn to Cd. The increase of oo is attributed to the increasing size of

cation from Cd to Zn. The bulk modulus Bo decreases from Zn to Cd, meaning

that the compressibility decreases and hardness of the matedal decreases from

Zn to Cd. Our calculated value oI oo for CsCdCh is in good agreement with the

experimental one [1] as compared to the previous theoretical calculations [2, 182].

Bo and BP tor Cstact: are also in reasonable agreement with the prevrous

calculatioru [182].

Other parameters (elastic) for CsMCL (M= Zo Cd) compounds are also

grven in Table 4.4. Our calculated C,l constants are compared to those obtained
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by Ghebouli et al. [182]. In view of the table, one can notice that Crr is about

197.58% higher thJn Cs {or CsZnClr and is about 512.03% for CsCdCI:r. CsMCI:

(M= Zn, Cd) are elastically stable (As Eq. (a.6) is satisfied). We have also

calculated the elastic moduli C1 at vadous pressures- Fig.4.12 shows the

vadation of elastic constants undet pressure of CsZnCb and CsCdClr

compounds within LDA and GGA approximations. The values of the elastic

constants C11, Cr: ard Ca,r increase when the ptessure is enhanced. The similar

tlend about the effect of pressure on the elastic modulus has been reported for

CsPbCl3 compound [184]. Since the values of A listed in Table 4.4 deviate much

from the unity, so these matedals possesses a profound anisotropy. From the

I
present results ofE, we can state that CsZnCh is stiffer than CsCdClE. The

calculated Poisson's ratio is between 0.25 and 0.5, the inter-atomic forces are

therefore central in these compounds.

Another important elastic parameter is that of Kleinman parameter,6,

which is given by the Iollowing equation;

C,, + 8C,,
(4.12)

'7Cr +2C\"

It is well-known that a small value of { suggests there is a large resistance

against bond bendlng or bond angle distortion and vice versa [184, 185]. From

table 4.4 it is clear that CsCdCb show more resistance compared to CsZnCl3.

Here Cauchy's pressure is positive in all compounds. As mentioned in Table 4.4,



the (B/G) ratio is around 2.16 for CsZnClz and 2.65 for CsCdClr. Also the

calculated Poisson's ratios are larger than (0.26), categodzing these compounds

as ductile materials.

I

To explain the electronic natule of CsZnCls and CsCdCl3 we have

computed the band skucture (Fig. a.13) and densities of states (Fig. 4.14). Both

the compounds have indilect band gap (R-f) as depicted in Table 4.5. The

calculated GGA and LDA band gap values for CsCdCl: are in excellent

agreement with those obtained in Ref. [182]. This ensures the corectness of our

results; however GGA is known to under estimate the band gap values of

semiconductors and insulators [186]. Therefore, a latest approach of mBJ [18fl is

used to eliminate this diflerence for compounds studied here. Clearly the LDA

and GGA band gap values for CsCdCl: and CsZnCls are lower than those of mBJ.
I

In comparison with other perovskite crystals, the nature of the minimum band

gap (R-I) in CsCdCls and CsZnCls is similar to that of CsCdF: [182], whereas it

is different to that oI CsPbClo (R-R) [184], meaning that despite the identical

crystal structure, compounds with this structure exhibits diffcrcnt elecbonic

properties. We havc also studicd the cffect of pressure on the energy band gap

values. The variation of the energy band gap versus pressure is shown in Fig.

4.14. It is clearly seen that the fundamental band gap increases with the increase

in pressure in both the compounds. The behavior of increasing in band gap with

pressure is also found for CsCdF3 compound [182]. To the date no experimental
I

16



results are available for the band gap of both compounds to compare with the

present calculation. So, confidently this data might be used as a reference for

more studies on these mateials.

The total and partial density of states of CsZnCls and CsCdCls are shown

in Fig. 4.15 for the energy range from -15eV to +10eV. The overall profile of the
I

total density of states (TDOS) remains the same in both studied compounds. Fig.

4.15 shows that thele are thiee and Iour distinct bands in the density of electronic

states separated by gaps for CsZnCle and CsCdCls, respectively. The lowest band

situated at around -12 eV for CsCdCL is basically controlled by Cl (3s) states.

The lower valence bands oI CsZnCla and second bands of CsCdCL are mixed

bands of Cs (5p), Cl (3p), Zn (3d) states and Cs (p), Cl (3p), Cd (4d) states

respectively. The upper valence band of CsZnCl: and third band of CsCdCL are

mainly due to Cl (3p) states. Above the Fermi level, the lower part of the

conduction bands (CB) are mainly Cs (4d) states hybddized with Cl (3p and 3d)
I

states, while the upper part is a mi\ture of Cs (4f) and Cl (3d) states. Chaige

densities for CsMCl: (M=Zn, Cd) are calculated in (100) (l-2D) and (110) (II-3D)

planes and shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4."17. A perfect spherical charge distribution

in the (100) plane is found for both CsCdCl: and CsZnCl:, indicating that the

bonding between Cs-Cl ions is strongly ionic. The density contours in (110)

plane reveal that the bond between ZnClo and CdClo is strongly covalent. The

covalent nature is definitely due to the pd-hybridization of cations and anions.

11
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rhe real 81 (al) and imaginary a2 (&) parts of €(ro) are displayed in Fig. 4.18

(a). From Fig.4.18 (a), it can be realized that s2(r4 for CsMCle (M=Zn, Cd) have

like structures; though the absorption peaks have higher magnitude for CsZnCh.

The identification of inter band transitions is required to understand t2(f0. The

cdtical points oI tz(@ occur at about 3.69 and 3.93eV for CsCdCls and CsZnCls,

respectively. The first cdtical points are followed by three peaks for CsCdCl3 and

four peaks for CsZpCI:. These peaks are positioned at 7.72,10.24, "!4.43 and 6.88,

9.83, "12.94, 14.58 for CsCdCb and CsZnCl: respectively. These peaks in the

spectra correspond to dillerent transitions among the two bands (VB and CB)

[188]. Our calculated S, (0) for CsMCb (M=Zn, Cd) are listed in Table 4.6. Clearly

a,(0) decreases fto- CsZnClg to CsCdCI3. Fig.4.18 (b) shows the variation oI the

refuactive indices for CsMClg (M=Zr9 Cd) as a function of incident photon

energy. Refractive index have the same trend of variation as ofQ(A), white

extinction coefficient e(a,) inFig.4.18 (b) Iollow S2(@.

The Irequen[y dependent reflectivity R(ar) for these compounds is shown

in Fig. 4.18(c) and zero Irequency reflectivities are also quoted in Table 4.6. It is

noted that R(0) also decreases like e,(0) in going from Zn to Cd in CsMCI:

(M=Cd, Zn). Remarkably the full reflectivity arises where q (a,t) becomes

negative. In the negative values ofal(0), materials displays metallic character

1a

I



[189]. The reflectivity starts ftom, while it starts from 7.4% and goes up to 42.3%

(at 17.12) tor CsZnClr, while it is 6.1% and goes up to 42.4ok (at 16.55ey) fot

CsCdCls. The electron energy loss function, which is an important factor

describing the energy loss of a {ast electron traversing in a material. The plot of
I

the energy loss function shows a sharper peak situated at about 24eV for the two

compounds. This peak defines the screened plasma frequency ror, and

corresponds to the abrupt reduction of the reflectivity spechum x(a,) and to the

zero crossing oftl(4)). Fig.4.19 shows the pressure dependence ofs,(0), n(Ol and

n(0) for the here in studied compounds within mBJ approximation. As it is

observed, the increase oI these constants with ptessure is practically linear.

The frequency dependent optical conductivity is also calculated and is

shown in Fig.4.18(e). Optical conduction starts responding to the applied energy

field from 4.4eV, $V for CsCdCI: and CsZnCI: respectively. Maximum optical

conductivity of CsCdCl:, CsZnCls is at 14.41eY,1,4.26 eY oI magnitude 9393 Q-1

cm-1, 9284.8Q-1 cm-1 respectively. In Fig. 4.18(f) we present the absorption

coefficients, a 1ay , of CsMCl:(M=Cd, Zn). Our results show that CsMCL (M:Cd,

Cl) has a sharp edge of absorption coefficient near 14eV which shift slighdy

towards lower energy in CsCdCh than CsZnCl3. Strong absorption regions for

CsCdCIg and CsZnCl: compounds arise at around 16eV recommend that these

materials may find applications in ultraviolet optoelectronic devices in this

range.
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Figure 4.16: Calculated total electronic charge density Ior CsCdCh (a), CsZnCIo

(b), (I) in the (100) plane and (II) in the (110) plane.
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Figure 4.17: Calculated total three dimensional electronic charge densities

CsZnCl: (a), CsCdCL (b); (I) in the (100) plane and (II) in the (110) plane.
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Table.4.4. Calculated lattice consrants ao (A), bulk moduli Bo (Gpa) and its
pressure derivative B, total ground state energy Eo (Ry), and elastic constants for
CsMCI: (M=Zn, Cd) compared with other theoretical and expedmental results.

This work
(LDA)

This work
(GGA)

Experimenta Other
l results calculations

CsZnCl:

""(A)
B"(GPa)
B'
E(Rv)
Cn
Ctz
C41

E
G
a

B/C

CsCdClo
,.(A)

B(GPa)
B'

E.(Ry)
Crr
Ctz
C.g

E

G
1)

B/G

4.888
49.61,

4.9

-21977.03
65.45
31,.25

23.28
54.22
20.57

0.32
1,.36

2.47

0.60

5.134

u.49
5

-29512.13
73.94
28.75
28.86
65.62
26."16

0.25
1,.28
'1,.7

0.53

4.962
43.10

5.9
-21938.17

66.54
32.95

51.80
19.93
0.3

1.33
2.16
0.62

5.218

34.88
5

:29537.47

62.06
23.48
10.14
35.06
13.16

0.33
0.52
2.65

0.52

5.289.,5.310b
5.3V
30.81b,42.94b

sz.zso
19.77b

36.85b
14.15b

0.302b

0.51b

5.210a

aRef .[2], bRef .[1], cRe1.U82l
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Table.4.5. Calculated

CsCdCl3 compounds

theoletical works.

energy gaps at

(energies are in

high symmetry points in

ev).Results are compared

CsZnCl: and

with previous

This work This work This work Other
CalculationsGGA

CsZnClt
E,,Rf
E- I'I

CsCdCls
E, n'r

E, r-r

1.39

1.57

1,.67

2.1,5

1.3
1.51

I t.oz
1.95

3.75
3.97

3.77
4.25

1,.69"1^

2.064^

"Ref.{1821
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Table.4.6. Zero frequency limits of e1(0), n(0), and R(0).

Parameters

s, (0)

n(0)

R(0)

3.06

1,.76

0.074

2.78

1,.66

0.061
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4.4 Physical lloperties of CsSnM: (M = C! Br, I): A First

Principle Study

The cesium based compounds CsSnM: (M = Cl, Br, I) are found to have

remarkable optical and electrical ploperties [190]. The structural and electronic

properties of CsSnBr: are expetimentally and theoretically investigated [191],

while no work yet published on the bonding and optical nature of this important

compound except of Bdk [192]. Therelore these properties are important to re

investigate.

An early st\dy on the structural information of CsSt 3 compound in form

of powders was reported by Scaife et al. [193]. A few years later, a yellow,

needlelike CsSnI3 microcrystal was synthesized and its crystal structure was

independently studied by Mauersberger and Huber [194]. No additional

inJormation was available until the discovery of another polymorph of this

compound by Yamada et al. [191] and they studied its phase transitions with

temperature. Theoretically Chabot et al. studied the structural and electronic

properties of CsSnL polymorphs under pressure, however still no work was

published on the optical properties of the compound [195]. Chung et al. also

investigated the electronic and optical band gap nature of CsSnls polymorph

[196]. However in the cubic phase the details concerning the bonding and optical

properties are still lacking. In the present study we have rePorted the skuctural,
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electronic and optical properties of cubic perovskites CsSnCb, CsSnBr:, and

CsSn!.

The determination of structural parameters (Table 4.7) is necessary to

account a material's structural behavior (Fig.4.20). As seen flom T'able 4.7 a(A)

increases as we go {rom Cl to Br to I. This increase in a(A) is attributed to the

growing atomic size from Cl to Br to I. The computed values of a(A)Ior CsSnBr:

and CsSnI: aglee well with the available experiments 1797, 181,1 than other

calculation [196]. a(A) for CsSnCh are also agree well with other vatue by Verma

et al. [198]. To the date no expedmental value of a(-4.) in cubic phase for CsSnCl:

is available for comparison. Bulk modulus decreases from Cl to Br to I, which

shows that compressibility and hardness of the material falls from Cl to Br to L Bo

lncrease from Cl toll r,r hile Eo is decreasing.

The band structures for CsSnIt& (M = Cl, Br, I) is shown in Fig.4.21. The

CBM (Conduction band minimum) and VBM (valence band maximum) are

found at the R symmetry pointi hence these materials are direct band gap (Table

4.8). ln view of table 4.8 we can stated that CsSnIr have larger band gap than

CsSnBrg and CsSnCIr. Figure 4.21 also shows that along with conduction band,

valence band at other syrnmetry points than R and lower valence bands are

moved near the Fermi level in going from Cl to Br to L This is because of the

number of electrons in the relevant bands. The decreasing trend of band gaps by

I
changing the aniois from Cl to Br to I is also in agreement to the expe mental
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and theoretical study of isoelectronic compounds CsGeX3(X = Cl, Br) [199]. perry

et al. [199] Iound CsSnBr: to be semi metallic, whereas Lefebvre et al. [200]

predict it to be a zero-gap semiconductor. The semiconducting nature with small

band gap Ior the compound has also been predicted by Zheng et al. l'19fl. As a

result the cubic phase of CsSnBrs should be semiconducting rather thar semi

metallic. The calculated value of energy gap for CsSnBr: and CsSnI: agree well

with other the results.

The effects oI diflerent states in TDOS (Fig. a.22\ are shown in Fig. 4.23.

The first region corhpdses on Sn-d state in CsSnCls and CsSnBr: while I-s state in

CsSnI:, respectively. The second region in CsSnCh and CsSnBrs is due to Cl-s

and Br-s respectively while mixed Cs-p and I-p states in CsSnIa. The third region

(upper part) of the valence band in CsSnCle, CsSnBr: is due to Cs-p and CI-p, Br-

p and I-p and small portion of Sn-s states, respectively. Fourth region in CsSnCh,

CsSnBrr, and third region in CsSnCb next the Fermi level is the CB (conduction

band). The Botttom is due to the Sn-p state. Intermediate part is due to mixed

states of Cs-d and Sn-p states. The higher is because of Cs-f state. Charge

densities in Fig.4.24 (100 and 110 planes) reveals that the bonding nature of

CsSnM: (M=Cl, Bl, I) is strongly ionic-covalent as clear from the PDOS (Fig.

4.23). Identical behavior has been seen for other calculations on CsSnBro by Brik

[192]. Similar behavior about the chemical bonding nature of CsPbClr, CsPbBr:

and CsPbl: has also been reported in Ref. [163].
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The critical points in the optical specha of €2((4 (Fig. 4.25a) are found at

0.U, 0.-19, and 0.016 eV for CsSnCh, CsSnBrr and CsSnI3, respectively. Broad

spectra of the dielectric function show high absorption in different regions of the

energy spechum. Identical structures are found in the plot of extinction

coefficients i(a,) (Fig. 4.25b). The optical conductivity spectra,o(.r), presented

in Fig.4.25c show that optical conductance stats around,0.80 eV,0.29 eV and

0.18 eV for CsSnCh, CsSnBrg, and CsSnls, respectively. Beyond these points

o(@) increases and reaches their maxima and then again decrease and

eventually dissipate with small variations.

The a(rr) is largest in CsSnL than CsSnCl: and CsSnBro. The highest

I
value of conductiviry is 3920.46 (13.36 eY), 4208.63 (9.72 eY) and 4568.34 (6.13 e\)

for CsSnCls, CsSnBrs, and CsSnI:, respectively. The same behaviors are also seen

tor a1a1 $ig.4.26d). Our calculated { (0) for CsSnM: Qnl 
: Cl, Br, I) in Fig. 4.26a

are presented in Table 4.9. The e, (0) for CsSnBrs is 7.491 which is in excellent

agreement to the previous predicted value of 7 for this compound by Brik [192].

The frequency dependent reflectivity R(a.) for CsSnM3 (M=Cl, Br, I) is

shown in Fig. 4.26b. lt 1.s renowncd (Table 4.9) that R(0) also rises like {(d)

with the variation of cation ftom Cl to Br to I in CsSnNAr. Maximum value of

I
R(,)) are in the range in whichs,(@) is negative. The reflectivity starts flom 14%

and reaches maximum value of 52% for CsSnCl:, while for CsSnBr3 it starts from
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21% and goes up to 51%. Similarly for CsSnI3 it stats trom 2Z% and reaches

maximum value of 60%. So, the full reflectivity peak decreases in going from CI

to Br to I. Figure 4.26c shows the deviation in the refractive indices for the

studied compounds. The data offered in Table 4.9 display that the calculated n(0)
I

increases fiom Cl to I. It is clear from Fig. 4.26c that the refractive indices of

CsSnM: (M=Cl, Br, I) rise from zero ftequency limits and touch the maxrmum

values oI2.45 Ior CsSnCL, 2.85 for CsSnBr: and 3.32 for CsSnL.
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Figtre 4.24'. Total electronic charge density for CsSnCb (a), CsSnBrr (b),

CsSnI3 (c); (I) in ths (1 0 0) plane and (II) in the (1 1 0) plane.
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Table.4.7. Calcullted lattice constants a (A), bulk moduli B

pressure de vative B'and total ground state enelgy E.(Ry) for

Br, I) compared with other theoretical and experimental results.

(GPa) and its

CsSnlr&(M=Cl,

a(A9 B' E"(Rv)
CsSnCl:

This Work
Other Work
Experiment

CsSnBr:

This Work
Other Work
Expeiment

CsSnI:
This Work
Other Work
Experiment

-30703.55.4901,

5.65_37"

27.68

25.19

a:,

n:,

4.75

5.7092
5.565.
5.804b

6.1,439

5.930a

6.219.

43572.1

-70645.8

"Ref. [181], bRef. [197], .Ref. [196]
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Table.4.8. Band gap of CsSnM: (M: CI, Br, I) at different symmetry Points

compared With expe mental and other theoretical results.

E" n-n E,t M M EgX'X t rr

CsSnCls
This Work
Other Work
CsSnBr:

This Work
Other Work
CsSnlr

This Work
Other work

or-n

0.3

0.42.,0.58b,0.35.

0.15

0.434d,0.218b

2.4

1.8

2.09c

't .2

3.9s

3.21,

3.45.

1.65

5.9

5.1

4.39

"Ref.[194, 
bRef.[191], cRef.[192], dRef.[195]
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Table.4.9. Zero Irequency limits of real part dielectric functiory reflectivity and

refractive index.

Parameters CsSnCL CsSnBrr CsSnI:

.,(0)
This work 4.1,4 7.4a1 10.515

I
Other work - 7.0

R(0)
This work 0.145 0.216 0.271-

Ol.her work

n(0)

This work 2.194 2.769 3 .302

Other wor(

,Ref.[195].
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4.5 Skuctural, elastic, electronic and optical properties of RbPbF:

RbPbF: belongs to the fluoride Perovskites family and crystallize in the cubic

structure. A temperature-dependent structural Phase transition is also witnessed

[201]. Hencefort]L RbPbF: has been explored by exPerimental studies quite

successfully. However, on the theoretical side, there have been few reports on the

electronic and optical propeties. Moreover, neither expetimental nor theoretical

I
efforts have been made to discern the elastic ProPerties of these ternary fluorides.

With this motivatiory we pedorm the DFT calculations to probe the ground and

excited state properties o{ RbPbF:, which may serve as guideline Ior future

experimental work and provides a unilied study on ternary fluo des.

The calculated structural and elastic parameters such as lattice constant

(ao), bulk modulus (Bo) and its de vative (BP), unit cell energy (E.) in Table 4.10,

along with the existing expedmental and theoretical results. Our calculated value

of ao is slightly overestimated of 3.18% compared to the expedmental data. This

could be attributed to use of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

I
which is known to slightly overestimate the lattice constant values compared to

the measured ones, while the LDA-calculated lattice constant is consistent with

the experimental value. It is noticed that the lattice constant decreases with the

enhancement of pressure from 0 to 20 GPa as inlerred in Fig. 4.27. Usually, the

bulk modulus B0 is a measure of the crystal gidity. For RbPbF: a large Bo

ta7



I

indicates its high crystal rigidity. The calculated value of Bo for RbPbFs is 38.89

(50.57) GPa following GGA (LDA), respectively.

We further estimate the elastic constants C4 of RbPbF: to characterize its

elastic nature. The computed values of the Ci, for RbPbF: are illustrated in Table

4.10. It is infered that the unidirectional elastic constant Crr is about 88.4%

(51.06%) following LDA (GGA) higher than Car for RbPbFs. This indicates that

cubic perovskite RbPbF3 offers a weaker resistance to d1e pure shear deformation

compared to the resistance to the unidirectional compression. For cubic

perovskite RbPbp:l pq. (4.6) is valid and thus temary fluorides are elastically

stable.

The computed anisotropy factor from Eq. (4.7) is listed in Table 4.10. We

comment that cubic perovskite RbPbF: is highly anisotropic. We have further

attempted to estimate the elastic moduli for RbPbFg, as listed in Table 4.10. The

calculated value of Young's modulus E Ior RbPbFa is 93.48GPa (96.38GPa) from

LDA (GGA). (Gz-C,r4), probes the ductile nature. Herein, the value of Cauchy's

pressure is negative, highlighting the b ttle naturc of cubic perovskite RbPbFo.

Another index of ductility is thc (B/G) ratio. As listed in Table 4.10, (8/6) ratio is
I

1.29 and 0.80 for RbPbF:, which also classified that RbPbFo is brittle. Here the

calculated Poisson ratio ale less than (0.26), categorizing that RbPbF: is brittle.

We have also calculated elastic constants at different pressures, as shown in Fig.
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4.28. The elastic constants inctease with the increase of pressute, which indicates

the increase in the mechanical ligidity of the compound.

The calculated band structures Ior RbPbF3 using LDA, GGA and MBJ are

given in Fig.4.29. The CBM and VBM are situated at the R point of BZ, resulting

in a direct band gap (R-R). The calculated values of the band gaps are found to
I

be equal to 2.6 eV,3.1eV and 4.4eV using LDA, GGA and mBJ respectively. The

GGA and LDA-band gap values for RbPbF3 are in excellent agreement with

those obtained by Klintengber and Co-workers using LDA [202]. As the DFT

within both LDA and GGA is known to usually underestimate the band gap

values, hence the latest approach of mBJ was used to eliminate this difference

and to obtain a consistent band gap for the compound studied herein. The

variation of the energy band gap versus pressure is shown in Fig.4.30. Clearly

the fundamental band gap (R-R) decreases with the increase in pressure, while

the band gap at other symmetry point (M-lv0 and (X-X) shows different values
I

ftom 0 to 20 Gpa. To the date no experimental results are available Ior the band

gap of RbPbF: to compare with the present calculation. So, conlidently this data

could be used as a reference for further investigations on these compounds.

The partial and total density of states of the studied compound is shown

in Fig. 4.31 Ior the energy range from -r5"y 1e +20 eV. The band situated at

around -11 eV is dominated by Rb p. The second band at around -7 eV is due to

Pb 6s and F 2p. The third band at around -4 eV is due to F p and Pb p and the
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foulth band at -1eV is due to Pb s and F p. Above the Fermi level, the lower part

of the conduction bands (CB) are mainty Pb p states hybridized with pb s and Rb

d states, while the upper part is mainly the Rb d state hybridized with Pb p and

Pb s states.

Charge densities for RbPbF: in 2D and 3D are calculated in (110) planes

and shown in Figs. 4.32. The density contour in (110) indicating that the bonding

between Rb-F ions is strongly ionic, because there is no overlapping among Rb
I

and F ions, while the bond between Pb-F is strongly covalent as large charge

shadng is seen from the figure. The covalent nature is indeed due to the pd-

hybridization of cations and anions. The similar bonding nature has been

predicted for other compounds isoelectronic to RbPbF:, e.9., CsPbX:r (X=Cl, Br, I),

[163] and CsPbFo [174].

we now discuss the optical properties of cubic perovskite RbPbF:. Figure

4.33(a) displays the variation of the reftactive index of RbPbFr with energy. n(0)

is noted to be 1.354 at zero pressure. With the increase in pressure the zero-

Irequency refractive index (n(0)) increases. This is interpreted in terms of
I

suppressed band gaps with applied pressure. Afar this limit the lefractive index

increases and reaches its maximum value o11.778 at5.7 eY. When the Ptessure is

enhanced the intensity of peak decreases and their positions shilt toward lower

energy. Furthermore, beyond the maximum 5.7 eV, the refractive in<iex decreases

and becomes less than zeros in certain enetgy ranges. Quite generally, in these

energy langes the phase velocity of light becomes larger than the speed of light
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in free space. After that, the minimum value raises and again another prominent

peak appear at around 9 eV. AIso, the second peak is shifted towards higher

energy with the increase in pressure. Similar features [163, 174] have already

been seen in other compounds isoelectronic to RbPbF3.

I
Extinction coefficient (.,r) of the perovskite RbPbFr is plotted in Fig.

4.33(b). The extinction coefficient inJers the absorption of the photons in the

optical medium [203]. The absorption of the material begins at energy 4.5 eV.

With the increase of pressure this threshold point shifts towards lower energy. It

is attributed to the decrease in the band gap oI the RbPbF3 under pressure.

Beyond this point the absorption increases with the increase in energy oI applied

photon field and discems a maximum at about 6.75 eV. With the increases in

pressure the absorption increases and also the peak shifted towards the lowel

energy. Another absorption peak appears at about 9 eV at zero pressure, which

I
shifts towards higher energy with further increase in pressure.

The frequency-dependent reflectivity (o) of RbPbF: is shown in Fig.

4.33(c). The zero-frequency reflectivity rs abont 2.26% and increases with

enhanced pressure. The maximum rellectivity at zero pressure is about 15.3% at

6.73 eV. We note that with the increase in pressure the maximum reflectivity

increases and shifts towards lower energy.

The frequency-dependent optical conductivity is further calculated, as

shown in Fig.4.33(d). We note that the optical conduction starts responding to

the applied energy field from 4.4 eV. With the increase in Pressure the threshold

t 
,r,



in optical conductivity shifts towards the lower energy because of the decrease rn

the band gap. The maximum optical conductivity of RbpbF3 is 2'l\4ancn 1 at 6.6

eV. Thus optical conductivity increases with the increase in pressure and also

their peaks shift towards lower energy of the perovskite RbpbF3.
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Figure 4.32: Total electronic charge density Ior RbPbFa in the (1 1 0) plane.
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Table.4.10. Calculated lattice parameter a(in A' ), bulk modulus B (in Gpa),
ground state energy E (in Rv), elastic constants Cii (in 0Gpa), shear modulus G
(in GPa), Young's modulus E (in GPa), Poisson's ratio y, Anisotropy factor A
and B/G ratio at equilibrium volume {or cubic RbPbF: compound

GGA
4.87

LDA tal results Other calculations
adA9
B

BP

E"
Crr
Crz

C+r

E
G
v

B/G

38.89 |
4.86

-48419.175
94.87
7.52
46.43
96.38
45.307

0.15

1,.63

0.80

4.71,

50.57

4.5
-48387.151
183.3t7
6.925
21.187
93.481

39.2',t 4
0.19
0.24
1,.29

4.7192" 4.gb

42.6b

'Ref.[204], bRef.[181]
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4.6 Structuraf chemical bonding, electronic and magnetic

properties of KMFs (M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) compounds

Perovskite materials show a great amount of magnetic properties 1205, 206)

because of theii cetain arrangement of full d- orbital. The halogen-based cubic

perovskites crystals are a focus of them because of its simple crystal stlucture,

manufacturing, doping and a wide range of further physical properties [192].
I

The alkali metal fluorides KMFr (M=Mru Fe, Co and Ni) have an ideal cubic

crystal structure, with space group Pm-3m (No.221) [101,20fl. Here we have

computed the sftuctural, elastic, electronic and magnetic properties of the cubic

perovskites KMF3 (M-Mry Fe, Co and Ni).

The optimization curves for the compounds are shorvn in Fig. 4.34 and the

ground state parameters are evaluated in Table 4.11. Besides, the lattice constants

are also computed using the succeeding ielation [181]

d=d+p(\+rFl+/(rt+rFJ (4.13)

I
where a l0.t)6747)1, B (0.4905) and / (1,.2921) [181] are constants and rK is the

ionic radius oI K (1.64 A') [181], rn is the ionic radius of F (1.285 A') and rx is the

ionic radius of Mn (0.53 A'), Fe (0.78), Co (0.745) and Ni (0.69) [181]. The

calculated lattice constants a(A') for the materials under studies are sho\a'n in

Table 4.11. As seen the computed value of a" is slightly underestimated 0.21%,

7.79%, 2.7% and 0.67o for KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni), resPectively, as

compared to the experimental data. The main reason Iies in the fact that this
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calculation is accomplished at 0 K and also uses the approximation of exchange-

corelation energy. However, our calculated values of a(Ao) for KMF: (M=Mn,

Fe, Co and Ni) is consistent with expedment as well as other calculations [244].

The value of B in Table 4.11 conJirms that KFeF3 is harder and less compressible

than KNiFs, KCoFa and KMnF:. To study the symmetry of KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co

and Ni) perovskite structures we have calculated bond lengths from cation to

anions (M-F, K-F, K-M (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) are presented in Table 4.12. The

computed bond le1gth can support to determine the tolerance factor using the

following expression [208];

0.707(r - r))
(4.11)

(\M - Fl)

Vfhere (f-f) ana (U - f) are the avelage bond lengths in these perovskites.

Our calculated tolerance factor values are in good agreement to the analytical

calculated ones [1]. For cubic perovskites the tolerance factor generally lies

between 0.95 and 1.04 [209]. Our computed results listed in Table 4.12 are

included in this range, revealing the cubic perovskite structure for KMF3 (M =

Mn, Fe, Co and Nilcompounds.

In view on table 4.11, Crr is about 87.93% higher than Cer for KMnF:,

67.32% lor KFeF:, 65.29% for KCoFr and 64.M% for KNiFr, approve the weaker

resistance of these materials.lt is known that the elastic constants are associated

to the bulk modulus value by the Eq. (4.1) and since the true experimental values

of both for the herein studied compounds do not exist, the extent of the deviation
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of our calculated values is trying to guess. It might be expected to be slight, and

then the calculations are made with a large number of k-points and a large

number of plane waves. It is worthy to mention here that in commory it is

extueme to say that the experimental data are well reproduced by the calculation.

On cause for this pariance is that in the theoretical calculations the crystal is

presumed to be at T = 0 K and thus do not contain inlluences from lattice

vibrations that are existing at room temperature measurements. Limited

temperature generally tends to decrease the elastic constant values due to the

thelmal expansion, as also found theoretically and expedmentally Ior fluoro-

perovskites KZnFs, KMgFs and CsCdF: [210-212].

KMFa (M = Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) are elastically stable as confirmed by Eq.

(4.6). From the computed anisotropy values listed in Table 4.1L using Eq. (4.7),

one can conclude that KNiF: is highly isotropic, while KMnF3 shows Iarge elastic

anisotropy and KfeFg, KCoF: show small anisotropy. The knowledge of the

single-crystal elastic constants C4 allows the calculation of some polycrystalline

elastic moduli, such as, the shear modulus G, the Young's modulus E and the

Poisson's ratio 4 using the Voigt-Reus-Hill approximations in Eq. (4.8), Eq. (4.9),

Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.11). Another important elastic parameter is that of Kleinman

parameter, t calculated by using Eq. (4.12). The calculated values of the

mentioned elastic moduli for polycrystalline KMFo (M=M& Fe, Co and Ni) are

quoted in Table 4.11. Fiom the present results of E, we can state that KCoF: is

stiffer than KNiFr, KFeF: and KMnF:. The calculated values of Poisson's ratio for
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KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) is 0.35, 0.21, 0.21 and 0.20, respectivelv. Thus, the

high Poisson's value for KMnFa indicates that interatomic forces in this

compound are central.

From table 4.11 ( value is 0.48, 0.38, 0.41 and 0.59 for KMF:(M=Mn, Fe, Co

and Ni), respectively, which indicates KFeF3 show more resistance to bond

bending or bond angle distortions compared to KCoFs, KMnFg and KNiF:,
I

respectively. Cauchy's pressure is positive in KMnIs and KNiFr while it is

negative in KIeFg and KCoFr which evidently shows the ductile and brittle

nature of these compounds respectively. Another index of ductility is the (B/G)

ratio. As displayed in Table 4.11, this ratio is around 2.97 and 2.001 for KMnIs

and KNiF: and 1.40, 1.37 for KFeFr and KCoF: which also confirm these

compounds as ductile (bdttle) materials. Here, the calculated Poisson's ratio for

KMnF: is larger than (0.26) while it is less than (0.26) for KNiFe, KFeF: and KCoFg

categorizing the latter compounds as ductile (brittle) materials.

To illustrate the corresponding electronic properties, the spin resolved

I
band structure, totil and partial density of states are given in Figs.4.35 and 4.36,

respectively. From Fig. 4.35, a semiconductor behavior can be seen in KMnFr and

KNiF3 with majority and minority spin channels while KFeF3 and KCoF3 are half

metallic and being semiconductors with majority spin channel and metals with

spin minority charurel. This situation in KFeF3 and KCoFg indicates typical half-

metallic ferromagnetism with 100% spin Poladzation at Fermi level (Er). Our

results show that the band gap increases in going flom Mn to Ni. The increase in
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the band gap from Mn to Ni is due to the decrease in the hybridization of 3d

orbital of M (M=M& Fe, Co and Ni) and F-2p.

The densities of states (Fig. 4.36) of these compounds are plotted in the
I

energy range from -20 eV to 20 eV. The main contributions in the total density of

states are due to K: 3s,3p,3d, Mn:3s,3p,3d, Fe: 3s,3p,3d, Co: 3s,3p,3d, Ni:3s,

3p,3d and F:2s, 2p states. Following Fig.4.36, we should emphasize that there

are four distinct bands in the density of electronic states separated by gaps. The

lowest band from the lelt is composed by K-3p states. The bands below the Fermi

level (Er) are known as valence bands. The upper and lower valence bands are

mainly composed oI M-d states. The conduction band, which is above the Fermi

level, is mainly composed of K-3d, M-d and F-2p states. The densities of states

for M-e, and M-t2g states in KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) are shown in Fig. 4.36.

I
It is clear from Fig. 4.36 that t2s states are lower in energy than es states and hence

the overlapping of eg with F-2p is stronger. Crystal fields are generated in these

compounds because of the Columbic repulsion between the electrons of M-3d

states and F-2p states [211]. In cubic symmet1y this lepulsion causes splitting by

degenerating M-3d states into two non-degenerate t2g and eg states.

Charge density of KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) for (1 1 0) planes is

displayed in Fig.4.37. Our predictions show that the Mn, Fe, Co and Ni charge

density is spherical Ior spin up states, which clarifies that the M-3d levels are

partially filled (shown in Fig. 4.37 (a-d). In the situation of spin down states, this
I

shape is change to dumbly, which shows ionic interaction with F. The nature of



bond between Mry Fe, Co and fluorine is covalent while it is ionic between Mn-F,

Fe-F, Co-F, Ni-K. Fig.4.36. shows that the eg and t2s states of M (M:Mry Fe, Co

and Ni) hybridizes strongly with the 2p state of F.

To study the magnetic properties of KMF: (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni)

compounds, we have computed the total, local and interstitial magnetic

moments in Table 4.13. Our calculations show that the magnetic moments of Mn,

Fe, Co and Ni are 4.414r,3.56p8,2.65p, and 1.73 pB for KMnF:, KFeF3, KCoFr

and KNiFa, respectively. This difference in magnetic moments of Mru Fe, Co and

Ni is because of the removal of electrons form M to F. One can also note that the

magnetic moments decrease in going from Mn to Ni. Hence, the magnetic

behavior becomes stronger in going from Ni to Mn. The magnetic moments of

potassium for KMFo (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) are 0.0007/R, -0.00-L6 pB, -0.00L2raa

and -0.00094t, respectively. The negative signs oI the magnetic moments of the K

atom in KFeF:, KCbFa and KNiF: show that they are anti-parallel to Fe, Co and

Ni and therefore shrink the net magnetic moments of the matedals. The

interstitial magnetic moments increase the overall magnetic nature of the

compounds. The decrease in the magnetization from KMnF: to KNiF: is due to

the hybridization oJ M-3d and F-2p states. The integer magnetic moment is

furthermore an essential representative oI half-metallic ferromagnets (HMFS)

[213]. The calculated values of magnetic moment for KMnFa, KFeFs, KCoFg and

KNiFo are 5.009r, 4.00/8, 3.00/B and 1.99@, respectively, which clearly indicates

the ferromagnetic behavior of the herein studied compounds.
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Table.4.11. Calcllared htrice coEiants n (,i), bullt moduri B (GPa) and pressure .lerivauvc 8,, tot.rl srouit statc cnergy
E"(R),) dd elastic constants Cn,Cn and C( for KMF{M= Mn, !e, Co and Ni) conpared s,iih oth.. theoietical and

Present
lYesent work Worl (AnclyhGl) E^p€rpenralW.rl. Orher work

B
E,

E

v

B/C

9

B

C,

E
G

v

B/C

B
Eo
c,,

CU
E
c
v

B/C

B
E"
c,l

E
G
v

B/G

4.770 4.13r

1.!25 4.094'

1.193
74.7

-4119.14
@.26
2i.57
8.36
35.24
13.08

0.35

)nI
0.48

4.061
93.24
4?47.27
94..r8
2t.98
30.88
79.87

0.21

0.85
1.40

0.3{J

4.041
83.04
4588.59
116.80
24.83
40.53
102.91
42.4t
0.20

1,; I

0.41

4.0t2
89.26
4U3.24
11573
53.85
4t.64
95.14

0.2
1.35
2.01

4.235 4 202,

4 031,4.054

.11118f

!r.1?.4i

4.01181

'ReI [211] l,bRFaFolI
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I

Table.4.12. Calculated bond lengths and tolerance factor Ior KMFr (M=Mrr, Fe, Co

and Ni).

Present
work Expedmental work Other work

KMnI3
K-F

Mn-F
K-Mn
Tolerance factor
KFeFr
Bond length
K-F
Fe-F

K-Fe

Tolerance factor
KCoO3

K-I
Co-F

K-Co
Tolerance Iactor
KNiF3

Bond length
K.F
Ni-F
K.Ni
Tolerance factor

2.9503

2.0862

3.6134

0.9998

2.9139

2.0604

3.5688

olgsgs

2.8299

2.0009

3.4683

0.9999

0.978,

1.002"

1.U19"

7.047"

2.3009

1.9737

3.4322

0.8244

"Ref.[215]
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Table.4. 3. Calculated total (Mr), local and interstitial (must) magnetic moments in the

units of (@) for KMFa (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni).

KCoF3 KNiF3

mi6l
mK

mM
mF

MT

0.33274

0.00062

4.43360

0.07790

5.00065

0.15231

-0.00L67

356052

0.09642

4.00041

0.05659

-0.00116

2.65608

0.09630

3.00041

0.01761

,0.00089

1..73078

0.08415

L.99995
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4.7 Mechaniea! electronic and magnetic properties in the Sm-

based perovskite-grpe oxides SmMO3 (M=V, f'e and Co): An

ab-intio study
I

Lanthanoid-built perovskite-type oxides, such as LnMeOr (Ln: lanthanoids, Me:

transition metals), have been renowned as useful inotganic materials having a

wide range of applications {or electrode materials of the alkaline fuel cell [255],

gas sensors L256, 254 and ion sensor [258]. Among the lanthanoid-transition

metal perovskite-type oxides, Sm-based oxides seem to be interesting mateiials

as they have the largest amount of adsorbed oxygen [259]. The interconnections

among thet vaduos properties make them efficient materials in spintronics

devices [260, 261].

Structural, electronic and magnetic properties of cubic perovskites SmMO:

(M=V, Fe, Co) are investigated. In calculation, we have also used the GGA+U

formalism presented by Anisimov et al. lDSl for electronic and maBnetic

properties to treat f-state of the high correlated atom Sm ProPerly. In this context,

the strong Coulomb repulsion among localized / states is preserved by adding a

Hubbardlike term to the effective potential, leading to an imProved descdption

oI correlation effects. Hence, the GGA+U formalism is applied to calculate the

electronic and magnetic properties of SmMO: (M=V, Fe and Co) compounds. Of

the several mcthods to incorPorate lJ-term/ we have usccl the self interaction

1,34



correction introduce by Anisimov 1223-2251 as applied in the wien2k package. In

the CGA-Utr' method Lhe total energy is:

E-E,*Eooo+[Js"'

Ecco + u',. =L/tu Z,i"."t

(4.1s)

(416)

I

ln Eq. (4.16), N is the total number of electlons and n-d is the occupation number

ol t,mo) QUOTE state with spino. After testing several values of Hubbard

potential by adjusting the Sm-4{ and V/Fe/Co-3d orbitals level in dre densiqv of

states, The U,y= U-J values were taken to be 8.0 eV Ior Sm andY /Fe/Co.

The calculated structural parameters (Fig. 4.38) are presented in Table

4.14. The lattice canstants are also calculated by ionic radii using Eq. (4.14). It is

seen from table 4.14 that both GGA and analytical method yield lattice constants

in good agreement with experimental and other theoretical calculation [226]. It is
I

further noted that Bo decreases in going from V to Fe and then increases for Co,

while, Eo and V. decrease. Therefore, SmCoO: is harder and less compressible

than SmVO3 and SmFeO:. The comPuted B. for SmCoO: agrees well with the

available theoretical result [227]. Binding energy is cssential factor which clarifies

the stability oI the given matedals. As thc ionic radius of Fe is larger than V and

Co, hence the binding energy of SmIeO: is smaller than SmVO: and SmCoO:.

Larger binding enetgv aPproves that SmCoO: is more stable than SmVO: and
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SmFeO3. The bond lengths can be used to find the tolerance factor by using Eq.

(4.14). The bond Iength and tolerance factors calculated for SmMOa (M=V, Fe and

Co) are quoted in Table 4.15. Clearly our calculated tolerance factor is in close

agleement with the calculated values in ReI. 1226,2271.In cubic perovskite the

tolerance factor lies between 0.93 and 1.02 [215]. Our computed results listed in

Table 4.15 are included in this range, revealing the cubic structure of SmMO:

(M=V, Fe and Co) compounds. From the calculated values of the critical radius of

SmMO: (M=V, Fe Lnd Co) in Table 4.15, it is predicted that r. for SmCoO:r is

greater than SmVO3 and SmIeO3 and hence smaller migration energy.

The calculated values of Cu, Crr and Csa are depicted in Table 4.14. At

equilibrium, Eq (4.6) are satisfied, hence these materials are elastically stable.

From the computed anisotropy values listed in Table 4.14, it is clear that the

anisotropy factor values of the sfudied compounds deviate much ftom the zero,

predict the anisotIopy of these matedals. As seen from Table 4.14 C" (Shear

constant) follows the same trend as Bo. The value oI f reported in Table 4.14 has

bccn calculated using the Eq. (a.12). From Table 4.14, it is clear that SmCoO3
I

show more resistance to bond bending or bond angle distortions compared to

SmVO: and SmIeO:.

From the computed values of E listed in Tablc 4.14 one can note that

SmCoOe is stilfer than SnfeO3 and SmVO:. The value of v obtained for SmMO3

(M=V, Fe and Co) is ranging between 0 and 0.5, suggesting that SmMOa (M=V,
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Fe and Co) shows larger lateral expansion. Clearly the value of the Cauchy's

pressure for the given materials is positive indicating the ductile nature of these

compounds. As mentioned in Table 4.14, the (B/G) ratio is 3.29,4.62 and 3.66 for

SmVOs, SmIeOr and SmCoO: respectively, which also categorized these

matedals as ductilb. Here the calculated Poisson's ratios are larger than (0.26),

categorizing these compounds as ductile materials.

The spin-polarized elechonic band shuctures of SmMO: (M:V, Fe and

Co) are depicted in Fig. 4.39. The figure shows that SmMO: (M=V, Fe and Co) arc

metallic (or both spin states. To clarily the involvement oI different states we

have computed the total and partial densities of states Ior SmMOo (M=V, Fe and

Co) in Fig.4.40. The main contribution in the total density of state (Fig.a.ao /a\

of SmMO: for the spin-up in the valence band is mainly due to Sm-2p, 4f,

V/Fe/Co-3d and O-2p states. The maximum peak located near the Fermi level at

I
-0.2939 eY, -0.4228 eY and -0.4575 eV for SmVOs, SmFeO: and SmCoOs,

respectively, is due to Sm-4f state. The V-3d and Sm-4f states in SmVO3 cross the

Fermi level revealing the mctallic behaviour (no energy band gap) for the

compound. The CB is mainly due to Sm-3d states and between 1.6121 and 5 3331

eV is due to V-3d states. In the case oI sPin down only V-3d crosscs the Fermi

level making the compound metallic. In the case of SnFeOa compound, the Sm-

4I and Fe-3d along with O-2P states cross the Fermi level making the compound

metallic. The conduction band is mainly due to Sm-3d states from 2.6271 to

737I



1,4.1,682 ey.In the case oI the spin-down state, the maximum peak of Fe- 3d at

0.9704 eV crosses the Fermi level and is located in the conduction band making

SmFeOe to be metallic. Similarly, the contibution in the total and partial density

of states of SmCoO: in the spin up case is due to O-s, Sm-2p at the bottom oI the

valence band and Sm-4f, Co-3d and O-2p near the Fermi level. The maximum

peak in this case is also due to Sm-4f state at -0.4575 eV which crosses the Fermi

level with Co-3d a4d O-2p states. The conduction band is due to unoccupied Sm-

3d state from 3.3202 to 14.896 eV. The maximum peak in the spin down state due

to Co-3d state is located at the Fermi level. Hence SmCoO: is metallic for both

spin states. Our results show that SmMO3 (M=V Fe and Co) are spin dependent

metallic compounds.

The spin-polarized electron densities of SmMO: (M=V, Fe and Co) along

the (110) plane are presented in Fig. 4.42. It is clear from the spin-up electron

densities of SmMOr (M=V, Fe and Co) that a covalent bond exists between

V/Fe/Co and O, while the nature of the Sm and O bond is ionic. In the case of

I
spin down, the co'valent bond between V/Co and O is stronger as comPared

with the spin-up case. The spherical shape oI the electron density for v/Fe (Fi8s

.4.42a and 4.42b) in the spin-up and Fe (Fi8.4.42b) in thc sPin down state shows

that the d-states are approximately filled, while the non-spherical shape of V/Co

(Flgs.4.42a and 4.42c) in the spin down and Co (Fig. 4.42c) in the sPin uP, reveals

that d- states are partially filled. The densities of states for Sm-l V/Fe/Co-er and
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V/Fe/Co-tzg in SnMO: (M-V, Fe and Co) by GGA and GGA+U are presented in

Fig. 4.41. Clearly the dtz, state o{ V/Fe/Co is more localized than deg, while the

Sm-f and deg otY/Fe/Co states is expanded and is responsible for the metallic

behavior of the material. Obviously Sm-f and dee dtz, of V/Fe/Co is shifted

towards the valance band as compared to GGA, which is due to the fact that

GGA is not suitable to treat 4I and 5f system exactly.

To study the magnetic properties oI SmMOs (M=V, Fe alrd Co)

compounds, their ferromagnetic and anti-feromagnetic structures are optimized

by the Birch-MurnLghan equation of state [205]. In optimization the stable state

will be that which have lower its ground state energy. To further study the

magnetic properties oI SmMO: (M=V, Fe and Co), the calculated total, local and

intelstitial magnetic moment are given in Table 4.16. The local magnetic

moments of Y/Fe/Co in SmMOe (M=V Fe and Co) are 1.14, 3.86 and 1.48,

respectively. The larger value of magnetic moment of Fe shows that the magnetic

behavior of SmFeO: is stronger than that of SmVOs and SmCoO:. The magnetic

moments oI Sm in SmMO: (M=V, Fe and Co) arc 5.57, 5.42 ar.d 5.25 and that of

oxygen is -0.026, 0."1"12 and -0.063, respectively. The positive values of the

!
magnetic moment hf Sm and interstitial part show that they are parallel to the

magnetic moment of V,/Fe/Co, while the negative value of the magnetic moment

of oxygen in SmVO3 and SmCoO3 confirm that they are anti-parallel to V/Fe/Co

to reduce the net magnetic moment. It is also clear from the table that the total
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magnetic moment for SmVOr, SmFeO: and SmCoO: are 6.99996, 9.92266 and,

6.67225, rcspectively. The non integer values of the total magnetic moment

conJirm that these compounds are ferromagnetic metals, as reporte<I in ReIs.

1228,2291. For compadsory the magnetic moment is also calculated by GGA. The

difference in the two calculated values is due to the reliability of GGA+U over

GGA in the high @rrelated system. Crystal field splitting [205] energies for the

spin-up states of SmVO:, SmFeO: and SmCoO: are 2.01 eV, 1.08 and 1.29 eV,

respectively. Similarly fot the spin down states, these yalues are 1.80 eV,5.63 eV

and 5.09 eV, respectively. The larger/smaller value of the crystal field energy

corresponds to increase/decrease in the hybridization between the es and O-2p

states.
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Figure 4.38: Variation of total energy as a function of unit cell volume

for SmVOg, SmIeO:, and SmCoO:.
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Figure 4.41: Spin-polarized partial density of states of Sm-4f and V/Fe/Co-

3d for the cubic perovskites SmVOa, SmFeO3 and SmCoO:
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Figure 4.42: Spin-polarized electron density along

perovskites (a) SmVO: (b) SmIeOr and (c) SmCoO:.

(110) plane for the cubic
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Table.4.14 Calcutated lattice constants a (A), bulk Noduli B (Gpa) and, total ground state energy
E(Ry) and elastic constants Cn,CD,Ca, young's modutus E,shear modulu;G, pojsson,s ratio,
elastic anisotropy factor A,B/G ratio, Kleinman parameter and shear wave modulus Cs for
SmMOdM= V, Fe and Co) comparcd with orher theorerical and expe mentat results.

Pres€ntwork Work(Anatyrical) ExperimentalWork Otherwork

SmVOI

B

EO

Cn
CD
ar
E

G
v

B/G
C,
q

SmFeOr

B

E"
CT
Crz
Cq
E

G
v

B/C
C,

3.809
145.14
-23277.10

253.63
90.89
77.74
205.51

75.45
0.36
0.88
3.29
8t.37

0.s0 I

3.783
128.39
-2i863_76
191.59
96.80
65.73
'167.34

57.66
0.39
1.39
4.62
47.39

0.63

3_738

240.36
-24705.N4
403.91
74.68
158.28
142.61

160.90

0.37
0.96
3.56
164.62

0.37

3.845"

3.65"

3.846i

3.998 3.89"

3.999

3.875
SmCoOl

B

Eo
Cr
C,,
ar
E
G
v

B/C
C,

;

3.75"

443.8b

772.3b

347.40b

3.75"

262.74.

"Ref .[101],bRef . [226],"Ref .[227]
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Table.4.15. Calculated bond lengths, tolerance factor and critical radii for SmMO3 (M=V,

Fe and Co). I

Present
work

Experimental
work Ofher work

SmVOr

v-o
Sm-O

Sm-V

Tolerance factor

SmFeO:

Fe-O

Sm-O

Sm-Fe

Tolerance factor

SmCoO:

Co-O

Sm-O

Sm-Co

Tolerance factor

1.94

2.75

2.75

1.00

0.704

1.92

2.72

3.3

1.00

0.69't

I
1.87

2.85

3.24

1.00

0.707

0.918b

0 .966b,0.964b

tRel.l22V

1,41

I



Table.4.16. Calculated total, interstitial, and local magnetic moments in units of

(/al) for the cubic perovskites SmVO3, SmFeOa and SmCoO: bv GGA+U.

Magnetic moment SmVOq SmFeOr SmCoO:

Mr

M-r

Ms*

Mv/Felco

Mo

6.99996

0.36670

5.57395

1.13654

-0.02575

9.92266

0.30753

5.11970

3.86136

0.11136

6.6722s

0.12108

5.25422

1.48554

-0.06286
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4.8. Ab-initio study of pure and doped MCaFs (M=fi Rb)

KCaFg and RbCaF: crystal compound have a simple cubic lattice, where the

monovalent K, Rb atoms lies in the center oI the cube, the divalent Ca atom lies

at the corners of the cube and the fluorine F atoms lie at the faces of the cube.

Demetiou e, dl. [230] determined the nature of high conductivity in KCaF3 using
I

single crystal neutlon diffraction expe ments. Daniel et al. [231] presented a

thorough investigation by Raman scattedng of KCaF: depending on

temperature, and obtained useful inJormation on high temperature structural

instabilities occuring in this compound. The relative stability oI KCaF3 was

studied by Flocken ef al. [232]. Chornodolskyv et al. [233] investigated the

electronic calculations for ABFr (A = K Rb, Cs; B : Ca) by the pseudo-potential

method taking into account the gradient corections for the exchange-corelation

energy.

Similar to the KCaFg, RbCaF: has been investigated to reveal cubic
I

perovskite structure at ambient conditions [234]. Thermal [235] and elastic [236]

properties of RbCaFr has been investigated. The optical property of

floupervoskites RbCaFr and CsCaF: are measured by Ridou et al. [23fl. Here we

study the structural and electro-optic properties of cubic perovskites MCaF: (M=

K, Rb) and KosRbosCaF:.

The unit cell oI KCaF3 with lattice constant ,1.414 is sho*.n in Fig. 4.43(a).

The theoretical measured Ca-F and K-F distances are (in A) 2.020 and 2.958,
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respectively [236]. If KCaF: is doped with 50% alkali metal Rb ions, half of the K

ions aie substituted with Rb at the corners. As the substituting ion is also

monovalent as K, no charge reimbursement is required and the possible lattice

distortions ale due to the ionic radii gap only. Alter optimization of the KCaFa

and RbCaFa compounds at ambient pressule the diffeient structural parameters

were obtained. The calculated values of these parameters using LDA and GGA

are depicted in Table 4.17. In view of Table 4.17, ao (GGA) for KCaF: and RbCaF:

I
are in close agreement with the expedment [236] as compared to other

calculations [238-239]. The dilferences between calculated and experimental

values are 1.75% (LDA),0.38% (GGA) and 2.15% (LDA),0.02% (GGA) for KCaFs

and RbCaF: respectively. It is further noticed that the calculated lattice constants

increases Irom K to Rb which is reasonable agleement with experiments [236] as

well as previous theoretical data [239] but contradicts the theoretical results

reported in Ref. [238]. This increase in lattice constant is attributed due to the

increase in atomic volume from K to Rb. The bulk modulus Bo increases from K

to Rb as in experiment [240] meaning that the compressibility decreases and

I
hardness of the material increases from K to Rb. Bo Ior RbCaI: are also in

reasonable agreement with experiment [236] and previous calculations [236,238],

while Eo followed the same trend in Ref. [236].

Fig.4.44 shows the calculated band structure for KCaF: and RbCaF:. The

calculated band gap for KCaFs and RbCaFa by mBJ is 10.6 eV and 10.2eV

respectively. It is seen from the table 4.18 that our calculated band gap for MCaF:
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(M=K Rb) agree well with the available experiment and other calculations [236,

241]. In view of table 4.18 band gap decreases from K to Rb and the fundamental

band gap by mBJ are larger than LDA and GGA as reported in Ref. [236].

A wide CB (Fig. 4.45) in DOS from about 10 to 20 eV compdses mostly of

the K-d, Ca-3d stJtes in KCaFa and Rb-d, Ca-3d states in RbCaFr, which are

crossed with the F-2p states. The VB, extending from about -18eV to 0 eV, is

completed of the F-2p states and K-p with Ca-3p states in KCaF3 and Rb-p with

Ca-3p states in RbCaFr. As seen the F-2p states are localized at the top of the VB.

The K-p, Rb-p states are abruptly peaked at about -9 eV and -12 eV,

correspondingly. Lastly, the Ca-3p state in KCaF3 give nse to the narow

electronic band around -18 eV which appear sharp in RbCaF:.

Two and three dimensional charge densities for MCaF: (M=K, Rb) are

calculated in (100) (I) and (110) (II) planes and are shown in Fig.4.46. A pe ect

spherical charge *stribution in the (100) plane is found for both KCaFs and

RbCaF:, indicating that the bonding between K-F and Rb-F ions is shongly ionic.

The density contours in (110) plane reveal that the bond between CaFr in KCaFr

is strongly covalent and in RbCaF: is skongly ionic. The covalent nature is

definitely due to the pd-hybridization oI cations and anions.

The critical/threshold point in the spectra of e.(., ) (Fig. 4.47 (a)) arc 0.14

(10.81eV) and 0.12 (10.56 eV) Ior KCaFa and RbCaF: respectively. The highest

peaks in the plot are located at 1.76 (11 .67 eV),2.37 (12.49 eV) and 1.91 (11.41 eV),

2.23 (-12.47 eV) for KCaF: and RbCaF3 correspondingly. Our calculated 6, (0) for
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MCaFs (M=K Rb) are 1.73 and 1.87 which are excellent agreement with the

experimental values [241] (1.940 for KCaIg and 1.900 for RbCaF3) as comPared to

other calculations [236]. The maximum value of .:L (rr) are 2.793 and 2945 tot

MCaF: (M=K, Rb) respectively. Refractive indices (Fig. 4.47(b)) follow the same

trend of variation as ol€ (a) . (z(0)) for MCaF: are 1.32 and 1.34 respectively.

This value oI n(0) for KCaF: are in good agreement with expedment [236]. Other

calculated values ot n(0) for MCaFo(M=K Rb) are 1.39 and 1.333[236]. Maximum

peaks correspond to 1.63 and 1.68 for KCaFr and RbCaFr respectively, while

extinction coefficient k @) lnFig. 4.47(b) follow e, 1rr.,; .

Zero frequency reflectivities (Fig. a.a7(c)) are 0.85% and 1.4% for KCaF3

and RbCaF3 lespectively which increases like .,(0) from K to Rb. The maximum

value of reflectivity for MCaI: (M=K, Rb) are 38% and 40% respectively. In Fig.

4.47 (d) the prominent peaks of loss are located at energie s 11.74eY, ^12.70eY, and

13.50eV for KCaI: and 1-1.62eY, -12.36eY, 13.57eV for RbCaFs is equivalent to

sudden decrease in reflectivity. Optical conduction (Fig. a. 7(e)) starts from

I
10.02eV, 9.53eV Joi KCaFr and RbCaF: respectively. Maximum conductivity of

KCaF:, RbCaFs is at "12.42 eY,12.25 eY of ma$xtude 3851.01o 'cm ',3846.93

o 'cm 1 respectively. In Fig. 4.47(f) we present the absorption coefficients, 4 (.r) ,

of MCaFo (M=K, Rb) compounds. The maximum value of a(a)) for MCaI3 (M=K,

Rb) are 123.42 and 120.14 respectively. Strong absorption regions for KCaFr and
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RbCaF: compounds occur at around 13.57 eV suggest that these materials may

find applications in ultraviolet optoelectronic devices in this range.

Presence o{ impurity in KCaF3 significantly revises the structural,

electronic and optical properties of a crystal. The volume of the supercell of

Ko.sRbo.sCaF: is optimized with respect to the energy of the cell by using the

Birch-Murnaghan's equation oI state [204]. The optimization curve of

Ko.sRbo sCaFe is shown in Fig.4.48 and its gaound state stuuctural parameters are

given in Table 4.17. The optimum volume from the plot is used to evaluate the

Iattice constant. The calculated Iattice constant lor IG sRbo;CaF: is 4.422 A'. These

values are further used to calculate the electronic and optical properties o{

Ko sRbo sCaF:. As seen from Table 4.17 bulk modulus for KosRbosCaFr increases

as compare KCaFI which means that Ko sRbo sCaF: is harder than KCaF:. The

calculated band structure for IQ sRbo sCaF: using GGA are given in Fig.4.49. In

contuast to the pure KCaF: the CBM and the \EM are sited at the f point of BZ,

causing a direct band gap(f- r) . The fundamental band gaps are given in Table

4.18. As clear from Table 4.18 that the fundamental band gaps o( KosRbosCaF:

increases than pure KCaF3.

The elechonic properties of KosRbosCaF: can be further explains by using

density of states (DOS) diagram as depicted in Fig. 4.50. With the introduction of

Rb in KCaFr the K-p and Ca- 3p states in the valence band are now shiJted

towards the fermi hvel and crosses it to conduction band, where they hybridized
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with K-s, K-p, Rb-s, Rb-p and F-s, F-2p states (Fig. 4.51). The shifting of K-p and

Ca-3p states causes to raise the band at the f symmetry point give dse to direct

band gap ol lio sRbo sCaF:. Also the hybridization in the conduction band

stretches the conduction band minima gives dse to increase the lundamental

band gap. Further the elechonic density of states in Fig.4.52 shows that the
I

bonding nature between K-F and Rb-F is strongly ionic as in KCaF3 and RbCaF3.

The Fig. 4.53 show6 the calculated.:r(,{r),r(rr), R(O arld L(.O lot

KosRtosCaF:. The critical point of e,1ar; is 0.15 around 6eV. The two main peaks

in g,la y are 3.4 (near 10eV) and 1.S(near 12eV). The maximum absorption occurs

in the range of 10eV to 11eV. These peaks in the spectra are due the transitions

ftom the occupied valence band to unoccupied conduction band. Refractive

index of Ko sRhr.sCaFr are also calculated (Fig. 4.53). The zero frequency refractive

index (r(0)) of KosRboscaF3 are 1.25. Refractive index is maximum around 10

eV of magnitude 1.9. Other optical palameters are reflectivity and energy loss

function are also shown in Fig. 4.53. The zero frequency reflectivity is 0.75% and

its maximum value is 0.267o. As clear from Fig. 4.53 different peaks in tlra;

coresponds to the reduction in reflectivity at that Point.
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Figure 4.43: A unit cell of KCaF3 (a) and Ko.sRbo.sCaF:(b)
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Figure 4.rt4: Band structure of KCaF: (a) RbCaF: (b) in the high

symmetry direction.
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Figure 4.46: Calculated total three and two dimensional electronic charge

density Ior KCaF:, RbCaI:; (l) in the (100) plane and (U) in the (110) plane.
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Figure ,1.49: The clcctronic band dispersion curves of KosRbosCaF:

along some high symmetry directions of the Bdllouin zone. The

I
Fermi level is set to zero-
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Figure 4.51: Calculated partial dcnsities of states of KosRbosCaFo.
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Figure 4.52: Calculated total electronic charge density for I(r.sRbo.sF:.
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Table.4.17. Calculated lattice constants a (A), bulk moduli B (GPa),derivative of

bulk modulus and total ground state energy E(Ry) for MCaF:(M= K and Rb) and

K0 sRbo 5CaF3 compared with other theoretical and experimental results.

Present Present Expedmental
work(LDA) Work(GGA) Work Other work

KCaFr

B

B'

B

B'

E. -3155.67635 -3163.662'l
RbCaF3

4.334 4.427 4.41,
64.82 51.67
55

4.361 4.456 4.455b

65.76 51.68 50.40.

4.424,
49.00"
4.038"

-31_63.0798^

4.452^,4.483,,4.471"

47 .275c,49.77a

5

-7927.3'17963^

5.8

E" -7910.35547 -7927.30273
Ko5Rbo 5CaFi

B

B'
Ecr

4.422
't22.1_2

5

-11084.3987

"Ref .[235],bRef . [283], tReL[240] dRef .[284],"Ref . [238]
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Tab1e.4.18. Calculated Band gaps of MCaFr (M=K, Rb) and KosRbo 5CaF3 alongwith

available literature.

This This work This work Experiment Other
work (GCA) (*Bl) Calculations
(LDA)

KCaF:
E8 Rr 6.21. 6.31. 10.6 6.13b 8.50b,11.10b,
E, r-r | 632 6.51 -t2.6 a.70b,12.60b
E, u r 6.21 6.31 10.6 8.50b, 11.10b

RbCaFa
Es Rr 6.2 6.55 10.2 10.90. 8.75b, 10.85b
E, r-r 63 6.65 -12.-t 

8.80b, 11.85b
Es M'f 6.2 6.55 '10.7 8.75b,10.85b

I(r.sRbosCaF:

Es R-r' 6 69
Es r r 6.57
E* v'r 662

"Ref .[241],uRef .[236]
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4.9 First principle

LaMno.sFeo.sOs

study of LaMOs (M=Mn, F") and

The study of perovskite manganites has been undergoing intensive

development not only because these materials have great potential in

applications related to the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) eltect [242,243), b*

also because they offer a testing ground for theories related to strongly corelated

systems. Dependlng on temperatute, compositio& and magnetic field,

manganites can have various ground states. They show insulating states, which

can be paramagnetic, Ierromagnetic, or antiferomagnetic. What is strange and

most exotic about these solid-state oxides is that even in a single crystal sample

of high chemical purity, different phases having different electronic and

magnetic properties can coexist at different locations in the sample [244]. Thus,

manganites have an intrinsic electronic inhomogeneity, which can evolve on

application of external stimuli like temperature and magaetic field. Structurally,

manganites belong to the perovskite Iamily [245] with the general chemi.al

formula ABO3. LdMnO3 was found to be cubic at high (T > 750 K) and

orthorhombic at low (T > 750 K\ 246-2491 Perovskite type oxides comprising of a

rare earth ion and d transition metal ion such as LaFeO: are being progressively

useful to electronic and magnetic naterials [250]. Here we study the elechonic

and magnetic properties oI cubic perovskites LaMO: (M=Mry Fe) LaMno;Feo.sO:.
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I
Along with electrokc and magnetic propeties, gaound state properties are also

calculated and compared with the experimental and theoretical data.

The unit cell of LaMO3 (M=Mn, Fe) and LaMnosFeosO: is shown in Fig.

4.54. We have calculated the equilibrium lattice constant (a), the bulk moduius

(B), the derivative of the bulk modulus (B'), and the ground-state energy (Eo) as

depicted in Table 4.19. a" for LaMO: (M=Mn, Fe) agree well with experiment

[101,251] as well as other calculations [252]. Table 4.19 also shows B is rncreases

ftom Mn to Fe, while Eo is decreasing. This increase in B from Mn to Fe shows

LaFeOs is more harder than LaMnOt. The lattice parameters of LaMnosFeo.:O: is
I

calculated using Vagard,s law [253] as:

a= aA(l- X)+aB(X) (4.17\

tr\4rere X = X. is the mole fraction of component B and (l.{ and asare the lattice

parameterc of pure components A and B respectively. The calculated lattice constant

for LaMnosFeo.sO: is 3.947. This value is further used to calculate the elecbonic and

magnetic properties of LaMno sFeo sO:

The spin-polarized electronic band structures calculated for the cubic

perovskites LaMOI (M=Mrr, Fe) and LaMnosFeo.sO: aie given in Figure 4.55 and

Figure 4.57 respectively. The overall band profiles are found to be the same for

the tfuee compounds. It is clear flom the figures that LaMO3 (M=Mn, Fe) and

LaMno sFeo sO3 are metallic for both spin states. To explain the contribution of
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different states in the band skuctures, we have ploted the total and partial

densities of states for LaMOo (M=Mn, Fe) and LaMno sFeo.sO: in Fig. 4.56 and Fig.

4.58. The main contributions in the total density of states of LaMO3 (M=Mrf Fe)

and LaMnosFeosO: in the valence band is due to La-p, Mn-d, Fe-d, O-s and O-p

states while the conduction band is mainly due to La-d and La-f states in LaMO:

(M=Mn, Fe) and due to La-d and O-p states in LaMnosFeosOa. The maximum

peak near -14eV i1 the valence band of LaMO: (M=MIU Fe) is due to La-p. The

Mn/Fe-3d state in the spin up and spin down states in all the tfuee compounds

crosses the Fermi level making the compounds metallic. Thus, perovskite LaMO3

(M=Mn and Fe) and LaMnosFeosO: exhibits the metallic character. This adds to

the evidence that most of the Iundamental properties of the complex CMR

manganites are already present in the parent compound. High tunneling

magnetoresistance is one of the most important manilestations of half metallicity

[252]. This property means the Fermi level falls in the conduction band of one

spin and in the gap of the othet spin and thus the conduction electrons are

expected to be of 
9ne spin component only since the system is insulating in the

other component. Hence LaMO: (M=MrL Fe) and LaMnosFeosO3 are spin

dependent metallic. Charge densities for LaMnosFeosO: is calculated in (100) and

(110) planes and are shown in Fig. 4.59. A perfect spherical charge distdbution in

the (100) plane is Iound for LaMru, sFeo.sO: (Fig. 4.59 0I)) indicating that the

bonding between La-O ions is strongly ionic. The density contours in (110) plane

reveal that the bond between MnOe and FeOe is strongly covalent.
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I
To study the magnetic properties of the materials under investigaatiory

the calculated total, local and interstitial magnetic moments for LaMO: (M = Mn,

Fe) and LaMno sFeo sO: are given in Table 4.20. Our calculations show that the

magnetic moments of Mn, Fe are 3.15358 pB and 2.43275 pB whrle 3.147515 pB

and 2.55880 pB in LaMO: (M = Mn and Fe) and LaMno sFeo.sO: respectively.

One can also note that the magnetic moments decreases in going ftom Mn to Fe.

Hence, the magnetic behavior becomes stronger in going from Fe to Mn. The

magnetic moments of La for LaMO: (M = Mn and Fe) and LaMnosFeosO: are

0.01,653 pB ,-0.00696 pB and 0.00259 pB respectively. The interstitial magnetic
I

moments increase the overall magnetic nature of the compounds. The decrease in

the maSnetization from LaMnO3 to LaFeO3 is due to the hybridization of M-3d

and F-2p states. The calculated values of magnetic moment for LaMnOr, LaFeO:

and LaMno sFeo.sO: are 3.62986p8, 2.82642 pB and 7.28777 pB respectively.

LaMnO: have been investigated to be half metal feromagnetic [252]. Similer

behaviour of LaFeOs and LaMno sFeo.;O: shows that they are also feromagnetic

metals.
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(a)

Figure 4.54: A unit cell of LaMnO: (a) and LaMno sFeo.sOs(b)
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Figure 4.55: Band structure of LaMnO: (a) LaCaFr (b) in the high symmery dircction.
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Figure 4.56: Total and partial density of states for LaMnO3 (a), LaFeOr (b)
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Figure 4.57: The electronic band dispersion curves of LaMn .5Feo.so3 along some

high symmety directions of the Brillouin zone in spin up and spin down states.
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Figure 4.58: Calculated total and partial densities of states of LaMno 5Fe0 sO3.
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Figure 4.59 Calculated two dimensional elechonic charge density

LaMnosFeosO3; (I) in the (100) Plane and (lI) in the (110) plarte.
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Table.4.19. Calculated lattice constants a (A), bulk moduli B (Gpa), derivative of
bulk modulus and total ground state energy E(Ry)for MCaF:(M= K and Rb)

compared with other theoretical and experimental results.

Present Present Experimental
worl,(CCA) Work( Anal\ tical) Work Other \,\ r,rk

LaMnO:

B

B'

E.
LaFeO3

B

B'
E.

3.9'17

149.05

3.65 I
-1976.469

3.974 3.95.

3.92^

3 .914a 3.965a 3.922.
141d/'t54d

-5551.69d,-5552.89d

3.921.9^,3.947.,3.868"3.894 3.974

1.67.84

3.84
-1976.556

"ReL [101],b[1],"Ref . [2s1]d[2s3], eRef . [254]
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Table.4.20. Calculated total (Mr), local and interstitial (mi",r) magnetic moments
in the units of (/B) for LaMO3 (M=Mn, Fe) and LaMnosFeosO:.

Site LaMnO3 LaFeO3 LaMno.sFeojo3

minst 0.27562 0."1294-t L.4972tML" 0.01653 _0.00696 o.oo259

mM 3.15358 2.43ZZS 3|t47545 / 2.SS8BO5

Mo 0.06138 0.09341 0.081.62

Mr 3 .62986 2.82642 7 .28777

Experiment 3.80"

Other calc. 3.72b

"Ref . [2s1],bRef . [2521
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Chapter 5

Summary

A theoretical study of some pure and doped cubic perovskites RbZnI:r, ItbCdFr,

RbHgF:, CsSrF:, CsSrCl:, CsZnCL, CsCdC[, CsSnCl3, CsSnBr:, CsSn].r, RbpbF:,

KMnF:, KFeFa, KCoF3, KNiF3, SmVOa, SmFeOr, SmCoO:, KCaF:, RbCaFs,

LaMnO:, LaFeO: and KosRbo.sCaFs, LaMo sFeo.sO: was carried out bv Iull

potential linearized augmented plane wave (Fp-LApW) method within the

framework of density functional theory (DFT) to determine the structural, elastic,

electronic, optical and mag11etic properties of the investigated compounds.

Esimated structural properties such as lattice constants in RbMF: (M=Zn,t.,
Cd and Hg) were found to be comparable to the available data. The softening

tendency of lattice constants with increasing size of M atoms was noticed. The

present work is the first quantitative prediction of the single-crystal and

polycrystalline elastic parameters and eleckonic structures of the herein studied

compounds, which we hope will stimulate experimental investigations. Based on

elastic properties these compounds were classified as ductile matedals. These

compounds were predicted to be indirect band gap materials (M-G) with a

dilferent ionic and covalent bonding in character. The compounds showed high

absorption and reflection in the high ftequency region and remained transparent'l
in the visible regiory hence can be used for fabricating lenses and transparent

coatings.
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From the study, it can be concluded that lattice constant and ground sate

energy increased while bulk modulus decreased when changing from F to CI in

CsSrMdM:F, Cl). Both the compoun<Is have been found to be <Iuctile and

elastically highly 
,anisotropic. Both the compounds have indirect ban<l gap

decreasing from F to Cl. CsSrF: has a mixed bonding nature while CsSrCl3 has

purely ionic bonding. From different optical spectra it was found that both the

matedals can be used for high frequency optical and optoelectronic devices, also,

they can be used for transparent coatings and lenses.

The lattice constant at equilibrium in CsMCb (M=Cd, Zn) has shown to be

reasonably agreement with experiment as compared to previous calculations. In

the light of previous study oI CsCdCl: it looks that mBl have a tendency to

provide improved results. Band structure showed that fundamental energy band

gap Ior both the ctmpounds have shown a decrease from CsCdClr to CsZnCb.

From the study of the PDOS it was found that the valence bonding region

showed hybridization between Cs(p), Cd(d), Zn(d) and Cl(p) states for CsCdCI:r

and CsZnCh respectively. The zero frequency of dielectric constants (rr),

reflactivc index n(a,) reflectivity R(@) was predicted. Thc energy band gaps,

elastic moduli and zero frequency optical constants increased with increasing

pressure. lt is expected that the data offered in the present work will help as a

reference data for coming studies on these material.
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The lattice parameter, bulk modulus oI CsSnI3 was larger than CsSnBr3
I

and CsSnCl:, while its pressure dedvative was constablt (5.0) in going from Cl to

I in CsSnMr. All the materials have direct band gap. The fundamental band gap

occurs at R symmetry points which decreased in going from Cl to I. The strong

ionic nature of Cs-halide bonds increased, and covalent nature in Sn_halide

bonds decreased as cation change from Cl to L The different structures appeared

in the specha of the imaginary part of dielectric function mainly due to

transitions from Cs and halide ions p states from the VB to unoccupied states in

the CB. The direct band gaps and high absorption power in the infrared, visible

and ultravlolet energy range predicts the elfective use of these compounds in the
I

optical and optoelectronic devices, working in this range of the spechum.

The lattice constant and Bandgap of RbPbFs have shown a dectease with

enlunced pressure. Cubic perovskite RbPbFr has been found to be brittle and

elastically anisotropic. Energy band structure clearly showed that RbPbFg was

{ound to be a direct bandgap material as well mixed ionic and covalent bonding

nature. On applying pressure the zero-ftequency limits of refractive index and

reflectivity increased, and the peak values shilted toward the lower energy. Also

the threshold points in the excitation coelficient and optical conductivity

decreased towardp lower energy and optical absorption and conduction

increased with the increase in pressure. We can conclude that direct Bandgap

and good absorption ability of RbPbF3 make it useful in optoelctronic devices.
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The calculated structural parameters of KMFa (M=Mn, Fe, Co and Ni)

through DFT and analytical method were in excellent agreement to the

expcrimental measurements. Compounds are found to be elastically stable, while

KMnIr is found to be ductile and the remaining compounds are brittle. KMnF:

and KNiF: have shown to be indirect band gap semiconductors in both spin

channels while KFeF: and KCoF3 are half metallic and being semiconductors

with maiority spin charurel and metals with spin minority channel. The band gap

increased from Mn to Ni in KMF:. Compounds showed mixed ionic and covalent

bonding. All the compounds have shown ferro-magnetic behavior. Due to hall

metallicity and ferromagnetic behavior these compounds can be used for

spinhonic applications.

The SmMO3 (M=V, Fe and Co) compounds were shown to be hard and
I

their lattice constant decreased by changing the cation M from V to Co. Also the

analytical determined lattice constants were in good agreement to the available

literature. The analytically determined tolerance factors for the three compounds

were exactly equal to unity, which conlirmed the cubic nature of these

compounds. The compounds are lound to be elastically stable and ductile in

nature. The compounds have been shown to be metallic in both spin states and

the metallicity was due to Sm-f and M-d states. The compounds have been (ound

to be ferromagnetic in nature.
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By changing M from K to Rb in MCaFg, ao (lattice constant) and Bo (bulk

modulus) was found to rise in accordance with the experimental results. Unit cell

ground state energy decreased with the change in cation M fuom K to Rb and

lurther with the doping of Rb in KCaF:. With the change of cation M from K to

Rb the indirect band gap decreased while Ko sRbo sCaF: have direct band gap.

From the wide band gaps and diffelent optical spectra of KCaF:, RbCaF: and

Ko.;Rbo.sCaF: it is predicted that these materials can be used in optoelechonic

applications and transparent coatings.

The structural parameters and geometry of LaMOe (M=Mn and Fe) were
I

consistent with expedmental results. The overall band profiles of the three

compounds have been found to be the same. The electron cloud demonstrates

that the nature of the bond between Mn/Fe and O was covalent, while for La-O

it was ionic. The calculated total and partial densities of states and total magnetic

moments have shown that these compounds are ferromagnetic metals. Overall,

the studies of LaMnOs, LaFeQ and LaMnosFeosO: lead to the conclusion that

LaFeOo and LaMno.sFeo.sO: would be feromagnetic metals and colossal magneto-

resistive compounds, just like LaMnO3.
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2.

1.

Limitations of calculations

In these calculations the crystal were assumed to be at T = () K and thus do
I

not include contributions lrom laftice vibrations that are present at room

temperature measurements.

The problem in describing stuongly correlated systems with standard DFT

Iies in the self-interaction. The Coulomb interaction oI one electron with

its own electron density is commor y referred to as ,,self-interaction,,. 
This

term has a non-local mathematical formulation. However in DFT we have

a correction via the exchange functional that doesn't exactly terminate the

Coulomb interaction of individual particles. This systematic error of DFT

iesults in most cases in small qualitative erors in the solutiory it does
I

however have disastrous consequences for systems with well localized

electronic states. Obviously, the inability to estimate the correct ground

elechonic state for a class of systems is a serious drawback of DFT.
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Recommendation: From the above study it is recommended that

1. The bandgap underestimation in the highly corelated systems can be

controlled by the application of mBJ. The bandgap of the matedals with

the transition elements can be improved by the adaptation of GGA+U.
I

2. Our study of the elastic properties is useful in engineedng science, srnce

the elastic anisotropy of crystals is highly correlated with the possibility to

induce microcracks in materials.

3. Our study of the optical properties are valuable for many applications in

optoelectronics, since some of these compounds were found to show high

absorption and reflection in the high frequency region and remain

transparent in the visible region; which makes them useful for fabricating

lenses and transparent coating. The direct band gap nature and high

absorption power of these compounds in the infrared, visible and

I
ultraviolet energy range predicts their utility in solar cells and

electrochemical devices.

4. We have focused our attention on the magnetic properties of some

these compounds in order to dctermine the ability of using thcm

spintronics applications such as magnetic random access memory

(MRAM), spin field effect hansistor (Spin FET), MOS field effect transistor

and magnetoresistive devices.

of

in

1S6
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5. The data reported in the present work is the first quantitative prediction of

the single crystals and polycrystalline elastic parameters which we hope

will stimulate experimental investigations.

We have shown that the FpLApW method satisfies the requirement o{ a

fast accurate and a physically transparent method for band structure

calculations. Hence this method is very essential for such calculations.
I
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Future planning: In future, our planning is to widen our investigation to the

non-cubic perovskites. Also we are looking forward to determine

l. The thetmoelectric properties of the cubic and non-cubic perovskites

2. Phase transitions occurred at different pressures in perovskites

3. Structural, Elastic, electronic, optical and magnetic properties of

antiperovskites
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